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SOVIET PHOTOMONTAGE UNKNOWN: 
1924-1937 

A catalog of books, periodicals and other printed material featuring photomontage compositions. 
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This catalog consists of 37 printed items, including books, periodicals, 
posters, brochures, advertisements, and a collection of slides, The Civilized 
Passenger is a Struggler for Safety on Mass Transportation (1933). 

They are brought together in one place in order to provide an overview of 
the phenomenon, known in the history of design, as “Soviet photomontage”. 
A striking method of illustrating printed matter, Soviet photomontage is 
expressive on an historical epoch.

Each item in the catalog boasts photomontage, ranging in extent from the 
cover alone to entire books composed of as many photomontage images 
as possible. By contrast, photomontage features almost by accident on 
other items or, at any rate, neither the artist (illustrator) nor the author 
expected a photomontage design. 

At its simplest, photomontage is a method of design illustration that 
mixes diverse photographic elements in a single composition, often 
incorporating hand-drawn imagery and even blank space.  

At its best, photomontage is a transformative process which exploits 
the dynamic relationship between images by experimenting with scale, 
orientation, color, and contrast, conveying meaning by producing 
harmony, or sometimes discord. Although today the process is largely 
achieved by computer-aided digital editing, in the 1920s and ’30s, when 
the approach was developed into an art, the main tools available to 
designers was a pair of scissors and a bottle of glue.

The fi rst photomontages date to the mid-19th century, it is possible 
to encounter photomontage in pre-Revolutionary Russian print – for 
example, in the illustrated artistic and literary 
magazine, Argus, issued in St Petersburg between 
1913 and 1916. It was edited by Boris Rappoport 
(1883–1952), who coincidentally was also the 
editor of one of the magazines in our selection, 

“������������������������������������������������������������
�����������
	������������������������������������������������
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30 dnei [i.e. 30 Days], which incorporated photomontage designs by 
Gustav Klutsis (number 17 in the catalogue). It was not until the 1920s in 
Russia, however, that photomontage became an art with an agenda. 

The change came soon after the Civil War, in the fi rst years of the life of 
Soviet Russia. As a new political order was being established, so too were 
the key principles of the new art. 

The Moscow-based group, LEF (the Left Front of Arts), consisted of many 
of the most prominent avant-garde critics, poets and artists of the day. It 
declared war on “the art for art’s sake” movement in particular, and on the 
pre-Revolutionary understanding of art in general. Pre-Soviet art, they 
argued, existed solely for the bourgeoisie, and not for the masses. Art for 
the Masses became one of the most prominent periodicals of the time, 
and as the title made clear, they sought to rescue 
art from the salons and take it to the 
streets and into the factories, bringing it 
to the people. 

LEF ideologist Nikolay Chuzhak (1876–1937) called this process “from 
illusion to the matter”. It was as a call for “applied art” that was heard loud 
and clear by leftist art theoretics and practitioners of the time. 

Photomontage was a technique central to the cause. Photography was 
accessible, and more readily understood by the average man and woman 
than most hand-drawn or painted imagery, and less ambiguous than the 
abstract and suprematist art of the late 1910s which was susceptible to 
diverse interpretation. 

One of the central LEF principles, formulated in 1924, was that a 
social agenda was integral to the purpose of art. The paramountcy of 
transmitting that agenda to the workers made it essential to introduce 
art into the daily routine, rather than have it fester in museums. Posters, 
newspapers, and advertisements – the everyday things the proletariat 
saw in their homes, workplaces and clubs – all became repositories for 
the new art. And the photomontage was a vital part of this development.

The close ties between photomontage and the cinema montage prevalent 
in the Soviet fi lm industry in the 1920s were crucial in developing the 
photomontage as an art method used more widely. 

Sergei Eisenstein best explains the expressive quality of montage. 
Speaking of his fi lm, General Line, he credited montage as “the fourth 
dimension in cinema”. In an article under the same title  (Eisenstein, S. 
Chetvertoe izmerenie v kino // Kino. Moscow, 1929) he explained that 
montage was the summarizing art, bringing together all the stimuli 
available to the director to maximise the impact on the viewer. The same 

argument could be made for the photomontage in 
printed material, as you will see for yourself in 

the following pages. 

One interesting question that these items 
often pose is: who is the person responsible 

for creating the photomontage composition? 
In many cases, the answer is well-recorded and 

documented. For example, undoubtedly the outstanding 
masters of photomontage were Gustav Klutsis and 
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Alexander Rodchenko. We have included several examples of their work in 
this catalog to show the level achieved by these masters. Many well-known 
Soviet artists and photographers of the 1920s and ’30s tried their hand at 
photomontage, and succeed admirably. One thing should be underlined, 
however. The process of creating a photomontage composition and of 
printing it in a book or anywhere else required the work of several people: 
the photographer, the designer/artist, the technical editor, the printing 
supervisor, and the printer or printers.  Sometimes the list is people 
collaborating in the e� ort is even longer. For example, in item number 
34 in the catalog, Ten Years of Uzbekistan, on a separate leaf inserted 
the end matter indicates that more than 120 people were involved in the 
creation of that polygraphic masterpiece which has barely any text in 
it. By contrast, sometimes the list of people involved could be confi ned 
to just one or two people, excluding the printer(s). The photomontage 
was in such widespread use as a method at the time that almost anyone 
involved in the process of making a book might have been said to have 
been involved in the creation of a composition. A great example is this 
is the Armenian book, The Girl Who Saved the Train (number 2 in the 
catalogue) produced in 1924 from an existing Russian edition of the same 
text executed in a very sterile, classical manner, with realistic hand-drawn 
illustrations by one of the future Soviet classics,  Boris Ioganson. In the 
process of transforming it into the Armenian edition, a contrasting cover 
with a photomontage composition comprising of images of a smiling girl, 
a train and a railroad bridge was adopted. Who was responsible for it is 
not known: it might have been an unidentifi ed Armenian designer, or an 
initiative of the print-shop. We will probably never know, but it does not 
prevent us from appreciating the expressiveness of the composition. 

Photomontage served to concentrate multiple visual elements into a 
single composition, and this particularly commended it for use in design. 
As Sergei Oushakine put it in the most recent book to appear on the 
subject of photomontage, “The desire to give the maximum material with 
the minimal use of surface space was dictated by the social capacity 
a� orded by the workers’ club, hut, reading room, library or Lenin’s corner 
for the perception of [photomontage] compositions”. (Oushakine, S. 
Medium dlia mass – soznanie cherez glad: fotomontazh i opticheskii 
povorot v rannesovetskoi Rossii. Moscow, 2020).

The “applied” nature of the items presented in this catalog is the reason 
why so many of them are so rare and hard to fi nd. Most of them were never 
meant to be kept, but played an active role “in the moment”, conveying 
an immediate message to the viewer. For the same reason, much of the 
printed material is fragile, produced in low print-runs and not intended to 
endure. As a result, these items are scarce in collections today. 

That brings us neatly to the purpose of this catalog. Namely, to present a 
variety of printed material found on the market and in private collections 
over the past fi ve years. The intention is to show that photomontage was 
not merely a method used by the greatest designers of the 1920s as it is 
sometimes assumed, but something more universal. 

The catalog presents a poster, brochures and lea� ets, periodicals, a series 
of slides and, of course, books: books for children; agricultural books; 
books on cinema, radio and the circus; propaganda; books on sports, 
women, industry, city-planning, sanitary regulations, and we even hear 
the Voice of a Sugar Industry Employee.

The languages represented are Russian, Ukrainian, Armenian, French, 
Yiddish and English, though all the items printed in the USSR. 

The catalog does not pretend to present the phenomenon of Soviet 
photomontage in its entirety. Rather, it seeks to underline specifi c 
manifestations of the art-form, highlighting in particular items that have 
never been included in the bibliographies, mainly because they lay outside 
the scope of the main work of the most well-known designers. 

If we manage to stimulate further conversation about photomontage in 
the early Soviet Union that would be enough for this catalog to succeed. 

PAVEL CHEPYZHOV
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Ушакин, С. Медиум для масс — сознание через глаз. Фотомонтаж и 
оптический поворот в раннесоветской России. М., 2020. 

Karasik, M. Heiting, M. The Soviet Photobook 1920-1941. Göttingen, 
2015. 

Конструктивный мир. Мечты о пространстве. Александр Родченко 
и его круг. М., 2019. 

Tupytsin, M. Gustav Klutsis and Valentina Kulagina: Photography 
and Montage after Constructivism. Göttingen, 2004. 

Комсомолия Телингатера / Безыменского : шедевр конструктивизма 
и запрещенный бестселлер / сост. А.Россомахин и М.Карасик. СПб., 2018. 

Wolfe, E. Aleksandr Zhitomirsky: Photomontage as a Weapon of World 
War II and the Cold War. Chicago, 2016. 

Bošković, A. A Constructivist Cinépoem: Rozhkov’s photomontages 
for Maiakovskii’s poem “To the Workers of Kursk”. Lyon, 2019.

ADDITIONAL READING 

If you would like to broaden your knowledge about photomontage and it’s 
sung and unsung heroes we suggest the following works that came out 
in the last years: 
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A classic example of the Molodaya Gvardiya publication created by one of the pioneers of 

Soviet photomontage, Sergei Sen’kin (1894–1963), Malevich’s student and Klutsis’ work 

partner. Sen’kin was been an important link between suprematism and constructivism: he 

worked with Malevich and Lissitsky in Vitebsk and was a member of UNOVIS in 1921, but by 

1923 he had become one of the most active members of the Left Front of Arts in Moscow, 

in which he collaborated with Rodchenko, Mayakovsky and Stepanova. Throughout, he 

had worked with Gustav Klutsis, creating posters and book designs together. Although 

traditionally the early development of photomontage in the USSR is credited to Klutsis, 

Sen’kin’s role should not be underestimated. After 1921 he dedicated himself fully to 

industrial and applied design. Apart from books he also createdposters, stamps, and 

together with El Lissitskiy he designed the Soviet pavilion at the Cologne Exhibition of 1928. 

Sergei Tretiakov (1892–1937) was one of the founders of the LEF alongside Mayakovsky, 

Osip Brik and Alexei Gan. His transformation from the futuristic poet to the proletarian 

revolutionary poet was typical in the left poetry of the 1920s. In this particular book, on 

revolutionary youth, he collaborated with a fellow member of LEF, Sen’kin.

For Sen’kin this book marks a very important stage in his book design career, a time when 

he was pivoting from suprematism to constructivism, but was also expending a lot of e� ort 

in his experimentation with typefaces. He has later concentrated solely on photomontage 

(especially in his poster designs). In this book we can see the combination of contrasting 

colors and the letterpress design, alongside photomontage techniques, which make 

“Oktiabrevichi” such a pure example of the constructivist book. 
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#1

3500 USD 

TRETIAKOV, SERGEI. OKTIABREVICHI 
��	�	�����
�����������������	

Moscow: Molodaya Gvardiya, 1924. 32, [1] p. 23x15 cm. 

Original illustrated wrappers. Rear wrapper is supplied, the front wrapper 
has some restoration on the edges, otherwise in very good condition. 

No physical copies are recorded in Worldcat. 
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In original photomontage wrappers with the word “Girl” printed in Armenian between red 

and green lines in the center. The edges of the front wrapper are darkened, otherwise near 

fi ne. 

A great example of the use of photomontage in a book printed in a national language.  

The book is by the Italian writer Virginia Tedeschi-Treves (1849–1916) (writing under the 

pseudonym Cordelia) It tells the story of the young daughter of a stationmaster’s family 

based in a shed next to a railroad. She helps avert a serious crash by alerting a train driver to 

the fact that the bridge ahead has collapsed. 

The book was published in “School Library” series and was printed in Moscow in the print 

shop dedicated to the production of literature in the Armenian language. 

The artist Boris Ioganson (1893–1972) was credited with designing the book. He is best 

known as one of the main artists of Social Realism in Soviet Art and is remembered for 

his monumental works of the 1930s and ’40s which earned him two Stalin awards and 

propelled him to the post of head of the Academy of Art in 1958. However, it is likely that 

he was not aware that his illustrations were used in this book. According to the end matter, 

they were received from the Mirimanov publishing house which produced a Russian edition 

of the same book with Ioganson’s illustrations the same year. The illustrations are naïve 

and elegant, very di� erent from the usual heavy style associated with Ioganson that the 

Soviet public would subsequently come to appreciate. They are also very di� erent from the 

photomontage on the cover, created by an unknown designer. 

Mirimanov’s publishing house produced hundreds of di� erent editions of children’s literature 

in the 1920s, but this book is unique for its use of such an advanced method of illustration 

as photomontage. How and why the Armenian edition of Cordelia’s book obtained a 

photomontage cover remain unknown. 

#2

SOLD 

CORDELIA. 
ԳՆԱՑՔԸ ՓՐԿՈՂ ԱՂՋԻԿԸ: ՊԱՏՄՎԱԾՔ /  
GNATS’K’Y P’RKOGH AGHJIKY: PATMVATSK’ 
��	�	���������� ����������������������������
���������������
�������
���������	

Moscow: Pet-hrat (Tip. Gosizdata SSSR Armenii), 1924. 16 pp.: ill. 
25x17,5 cm. 1 of 2000 copies. In Armenian. 
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This handbook on the common topic of “how to teach yourself how to swim” was published 

with an interesting photomontage cover design. Above two smiling female swimmers a man 

is shown in the process of jumping. The fi gure, certainly captured while jumping from a tow-

er, was turned into a horizontal orientation and placed in the center of the composition. 

Around him are the two-color constructivist title, complementary rectangles to the left and 

a rather fragile-looking construction from which to jump into the water is on the right side.

The book detailed the practical and general hygiene advantages for workers of swimming. 

It is well-illustrated with schematic drawings of various preparatory body exercises, muscle 

training and swimming training itself. The manual starts with training plans for all the main 

swimming strokes and the rules regulating competition for various styles of swimming. The 

author proceeds to explain the advantages of diving and di� erent jumps, advising students 

on how to dive and how to play water polo. The fi nal chapter is dedicated to how to rescue 

drowning people. 

Not found in Worldcat.

#3

1950 USD

SMIRNOV, S. KAK NAUCHIT’SIA PLAVAT’: PLA-
VANIE VSEMI STILIAMI, IGRY NA VODE, SPASE-
NIE UTOPAIUSHCHIKH 
��	�	��������������������������������� ��������
���������������������
�����	

Leningrad: Priboi, 1925. 48 pp.: ill. 20x14 cm. In original illustrated wrap-
pers. Very good and clean copy, covers slightly bumped, spine chipped, 
blank upper corners of last two leaves lost. 

First and only edition. One of 10 130 copies produced.od
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Constructivist cover design was produced by a member of Moscow Proletkult, one of the 

earliest female artists in cinematography, Valentina Khmeleva (1903–?). She worked at 

“Mezhrabpomfi lm”, “Soyuzdetfi lm”, “Mosfi lm”, as well as fi lm studios in Ashgabat and Sverd-

lovsk. The cover design itself resembles a 1920s movie poster.

Further interesting evidence of the Soviet experiments of the 1920s, focusing in this case 

on the establishment of a new physical culture for the proletarian masses. In particular, 

this illustrated edition explained how to economize on movement and the use of energy 

during physical activity as part of the scheme to rationalize labor. Starting with the basics, 

it demonstrates how to stand and walk correctly. “A school should teach how to breathe. 

A factory must schedule a special period for breathing exercises”. They became a part of 

regular morning exercises listed in the book, which cover beginners to the fully trained, and 

are arranged in order of complexity. 

The book presented contrasting images of healthy and unhealthy people to explain, for ex-

ample, how corsets can constrain the ribs, cause curvature of the spine and so on. 

The book was compiled by Albert Zikmund (1886–1938), rector of the State Central In-

stitute of Physical Culture and the author of various guides on sports classes for school 

children and workers. Like many heads of sporting institutions, Zikmund was arrested and 

murdered during the Great Purge.

Not found in Worldcat.

#4
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Not found in Worldcat.

1950 USD

ZIKMUND, A. FIZKUL’TURA I BYT 
��	�	���
���������������������
���������	�

Moscow: Vserossiiskii proletkul’t, 1925. 56 pp.: ill. In original photomon-
tage wrappers. Very good, spine rubbed and chipped. 

First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies. 
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Striking photo album containing over 450 photographs, drawings, diagrams and maps 

relating to a large Russian and Soviet manufacturing center in the city of Ivanovo-

Voznesensk, also known at the time as Red Manchester. Among all the illustrations is a 

remarkable row of photomontages varying in complexity and subject-matter.

It was at Ivanovo-Voznesensk (and renamed Ivanovo in 1932) that arguably the most 

important strike of the 1905 revolution took place. It resulted in the establishment of the 

fi rst Russian city council, or Soviet of Workers Deputies, and was therefore crucial to the 

later establishment of the Soviet Union. In the 19th century, Ivanovo-Voznesensk gained its 

reputation as the textile capital of Russia, the Russian Manchester.  

In the early years of the Soviet Union, Ivanovo played host to experiments in “the new life 

for the socialist people”. Avant-garde and constructivist architectural projects were brought 

to life in the city. In particular, the fi rst factory-kitchen was established here. The First and 

Second Workers’ Villages were built below Ivanovo, advocating the concept of garden cities. 

The textile manufacturing of this Russian or Red Manchester were intensively developed, 

processing vast cotton supplies from Soviet Central Asia. 

#5

7500 USD 

KRASNYI MANCHESTER: KHUDOZHESTVENNYI 
AL’BOM. IVANOVO-VOZNESENSKAIA 
GUBERNIIA. CH. 1
��	�	������������������������������	����������������������������	��������
��������	

vanovo-Voznesensk: Izd. “Reklamprovintsii” pri gaz. “Rabochii krai”, 
1925. [1-22], 25-123, [6], 135-240, [2], 241-355 = 356 (of 355 
indicted) pp.: ill. 26x35 cm. In original full-cloth binding with blind 
lettering. No half-title. Spine and few leaves restored, endpapers 
renewed. Some soiling, otherwise very good.

Rare provincial edition. 
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Eclectic in its design, because of its time and place of origin, it combines an art-nouveau framework with a constructivist approach to the 

arrangement of the illustrative materials. Photomontages, used as propaganda art in the new epoch, are deployed to promote relevant 

values rather than old ones. An atheist composition is printed on p.79 promoting the socialist daily routine, which included sport and 

healthcare, but not religion: churches and priests are crossed out, and a boxer tramples down an Orthodox icon. One photomontage is 

devoted to the work and machinery of a local printing shop and, with the use of an advertisement, it promotes a workers’ newspaper, 

“Rabochii krai”, as the results of its labor; pictures of editors and other contributors to the newspaper are montaged into a separate 

composition. Other photomontages show a pharmaceutical laboratory and its employees; a state bank department with o�  cials and 

banknotes; and museum collections with exhibits such as Old Slavonic printed books and manuscripts.

Also, the album contains bird’s-eye photos of Ivanovo, including views of churches, domestic dwellings, public 

buildings, a nursery, an aerodrome, cooperative and state groceries, provincial signboards, railroads and buildings 

under construction, and city-wide decorations to celebrate the fi rst anniversary of the October Revolution. The album 

opens with a map of European Russia (on which Ivanovo is indicated), a separate map of the Ivanovo-Voznesensk 

Province, and a plan of Ivanovo-Voznesensk. Together, the illustrations provide a comprehensive representation of 

the city and its residents in the era of the New Economic Policy (NEP). 

The second part of the “Red Manchester” book was to have been printed soon after. 

According to the publisher’s foreword, texts and illustrations had already been submitted to 

the printing shop. Nevertheless, only the fi rst part was published.

Not found in Worldcat.
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Special issue of the magazine, “Tsirk” [Circus], completely dedicated to a tour of Sam 

Wooding’s variety show “The Chocolate Kiddies” in the USSR. They were given a warm 

welcome in Moscow’s and Leningrad’s concert venues in March–May 1926. Despite the fact 

that contemporary dance and music from the West were o�  cially prohibited in the Soviet 

Union because of their bourgeois nature, jazz music and the Charleston performed by black 

visitors were enthusiastically accepted by Soviet spectators, cultural fi gures and critics. 

The photomontage design of this brochure was created by Konstantin Vialov (1900–1976). 

He studied at the Free State Art Workshops and VKHUTEMAS under A. Lentulov, V. Tatlin, 

V. Kandinsky, and D. Shterenberg. In the early 1920s, he became interested in the theater

and was invited to design some revolutionary performances but he quickly turned from

theater to cinema and photography. He is mostly known for photomontage designs of movie 

posters, brochures and books of “Teakinopeachat” and “Sovkino”.

For this edition, Vialov created a remarkable cover design with black and red accents. The 

front cover features two central male performers placed above a red rectangle with a line of 

female dancers in costume behind them. The title is highlighted in the same two colors. The 

back cover includes a montage of three photographs of one performer in di� erent poses 

which are also reproduced on subsequent pages. The same red rectangle transitions into 

checkered � oor tiles and forms a vertical line of the composition.

#6
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V. Kandinsky, and D. Shterenberg. In the early 1920s, he became interested in the theater 

and was invited to design some revolutionary performances but he quickly turned from 

theater to cinema and photography. He is mostly known for photomontage designs of movie 

posters, brochures and books of “Teakinopeachat” and “Sovkino”.

back cover includes a montage of three photographs of one performer in di� erent poses 

which are also reproduced on subsequent pages. The same red rectangle transitions into 

checkered �oor tiles and forms a vertical line of the composition.

SOLD 

NEGRITIANSKAIA OPERETTA: GASTROLI 
V S.S.S.R.
��	�	��������������������������������������	�

Moscow: Izd. Tsentral’nogo upravleniia Gostsirkami, 1926. [12] pp.: ill. 
26x22 cm. In original photomontage wrappers. Mint, few pencil marks 
on program.
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A photomontage of four men and one woman from 

the touring collective is printed on the third page. 

Portrait and group pictures show Greenlee and Drayton, 

Bobby and Babe Goins, George Stetson, Lottie Gee, George 

Robinson, Strut Payne and Sam Wooding. Photographs feature 

throughout the edition, illustrating responses given by theatrical 

directors, actors, artists and journalists to the excellence of African 

American rhythm and the performances, as well as small sketches showing 

the visitors touring in Moscow. The last leaf contains the program of the show 

“The Chocolate Kiddies” in two acts. All performers, songs and dance routines are 

credited. Information about the third act was printed on a separate leaf in a smaller 

print-run than the brochure, and is glued in. 

Worldcat shows copies located in Yale and Harvard Universities.
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A year’s set of the specialized monthly “Golos sakharnika” (published between 1920 and 

1930). It is one of the few magazines of the Soviet sugar industry, particularly interesting 

for its design.

Early journals on sugar beet production in Russia were published in the pre-revolutionary 

period and were targeted at sugar refi ners, farmers and traders. These included “Zapiski 

komiteta sakharovarov” (1834–1839), “Zapiski po sveklosakharnoi promyshlennosti” 

(1871–1917), “Vestnik russkoi sakharnoi promyshlennosti” (1890–1916). In the Soviet 

period, di� erent organizations simultaneously printed four periodicals in Russian: “Biulleten 

Sakharotresta” (later renamed “Sovetskii sakhar”), “Zhurnal sakharnoi promyshlennosti”, 

“Golos sakharnika” and “Nauchnye zapiski po sakharnoi promyshlennosti”, some of them 

also issued in Ukrainian. 

“Golos sakharnika” was the organ of the Central Committee of the Russian and Ukrainian 

trade union of the sugar industry, “Trudsakhar”. Between 1920 and 1922, it appeared in 

Kharkiv, but later the union and the editorial board moved to Moscow.

The magazine regularly featured numerous photomontages and photographs of employees 

of various sugar refi neries. Almost every cover design in our set includes a photomontage 

composition. A great diversity of photomontages are printed inside.

#7

3500 USD

GOLOS SAKHARNIKA 
��	�	�����������������������
������
������������������	�

Moscow: TsK sakharnikov, 1926. 30x23 cm. In contemporary binding 
with most of the original covers preserved; marbled edges. Good. Tears 
to spine, covers rubbed and bumped. Pp. 17-18 (#9) lost. No covers of 
#12. Pale water stains on edges, few spots, minor blank fragments of 
outer edge of pp. 21-30 (#1) lost, tear across pp. 31-32 (#2), tears in 
the middle of the last leaf of #3 (text not lost), tears to outer edge of pp. 
29-30 (#10) and pp.13-14 (#11).

Print-run varies between 4000 and 6000 copies. Edited by A. Lugovoi. 
Drawn decorations were created by the artist, Khitko. 
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The front cover of issue #1 features a montage, “During the Production”, that 

combines one female worker next to a machine and two male workers carrying 

sugarloaves. The cover design of #2 s a montage entitled “Our Youths Are Working”, 

shows young men carpentering in workshops and sitting atop a carriage; one boy 

poses with a shovel. #9 opens with a curious photomontage, “The Refi nery is under 

Repair”, depicting no people but with internal and external photographs of a factory, 

chains and metal pipes, as well as the constructivist title. A few covers include 

pictures of bare-chested men working with sugarloaves.

The issues contain photomontage compositions representing both employees and 

buildings of various factories named by settlement: Verkhniachka, Smela, Rakitnoe 

etc. Some works are signed with the monogram “E. Fer”, most likely all montages 

were made by one person. Pictures were provided by the photographer K. Pechov.
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All photo illustrations of this magazine depict Soviet sugar enterprises before World War 

II, the Nazi occupation of Ukraine and the western territories of Russia, military action 

that destroyed most factories. Post-war recovery plans included some of these refi neries 

while the rest were considered super� uous to the needs of the Soviet Union. Finally, the 

dissolution of the country, the collapse of the economy and many other factors brought 

these sugar refi neries to ruin.

Worldcat shows some issues located in Yivo Institute.
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Crucial insight into experimental 1920s cinematography. Constructivist cover design 

features a photomontage of portraits of Soviet masters of fi lmmaking: Lev Kuleshov, Sergei 

Eisenstein and Dziga Vertov.

Collaboration with the fi lm studio of Kuleshov in� uenced the literary theorist, journalist 

and screenwriter Viktor Shklovskii (1893–1984). He stood at the epicenter of early Soviet 

cinematography, familiar with directors and actors but also assistants, operators, technical 

managers, designers etc. Shklovskii shared his insights into the fi lm studio as an organism 

and the daily routine of fi lmmaking. A dedicated chapter focuses on the troubles and 

experiments of Lev Kuleshov, entitled “About Lev Kuleshov. It treats of eccentric scenarios, 

assistant directors and hilarity in the depth of art”.

Another section of the book is dedicated to Vertov and Eisenstein, as well as a group which 

called itself “Kino-oki” [i.e. Cinema-Eyes]. The group primarily consisted of three Soviet 

fi lmmakers: Dziga Vertov, Elizaveta Svilova and Mikhail Kaufman. They rejected the literary 

essence of narrative fi lms and focused solely on documentaries. They argued, “We will 

produce our works by montaging facts”. In this book, Shklovskii criticized Vertov’s fi lms, 

arguing that the “montage of facts” required a clear structure. Yet, he argued strongly in 

favor of Vertov’s fi lmmaking art of its signifi cance in advancing Soviet cinematography. 

Shklovskii also wrote of Eisenstein’s talent and interactions between avant-garde theater 

and cinematography. 

The book is illustrated with one fi lm still relating to each director. The verso on the title page 

relates to a shot from “The General Line” by Eisenstein and G. Aleksandrov which was then 

in production and debuted in 1929. This authentically peasant fi lm unique for starring an 

ordinary countrywoman. In contrast to professional actors, she knew fi rst-hand how to milk 

cows, plough and guide a tractor, all vital to the directors’ purpose. 

The second fi lm-still presents the picture, “By the Law” (1926) by Kuleshov. This fi lm was 

co-written by Shklovskii and Kuleshov, a script based on London’s “The Unexpected” and 

“Just Meat”. Too eccentric for a mass audience, the fi lm was attacked in the contemporary 

Soviet press.

The third still is from “The Sixth Part of the World” (1926) by Vertov. It became signifi cant in 

the heritage of “Kinooks” and its admirers. 

Worldcat lists copies of this edition located in California, Southern California, Southern 

Illinois, Stony Brook and Brown Universities and MoMA.

#8

SOLD 

SHKLOVSKII, V. IKH NASTOIASHCHEE
��	�	���������������	

Moscow: Kinopechat, 1927. 112 pp.: ill. 17,5x13,5 cm. In original 
wrappers with photomontage design. Mint. 

First and only edition. One of 4000 copies. 
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An industrial photograph on the front cover complements an impressive photomontage on 

the back cover. The latter resembles mass broadcasting in the streets and at factories but in 

fact it is a publisher’s advertisement. The upper part features the head of a radio announcer 

announcng “Listen! The Workers’ Newspaper is speaking” while the lower part shows the 

heads of the crowd addressed by a gigantic loudspeaker from which stretch the words: “the 

Workers’ Newspaper comes out in 7 editions”, with relevant information printed below.

This design was produced by a self-educated artist, Boris Ridiger (1905–1945). He was 

engaged in book illustration and design from 1923. He worked in various publishing houses 

before and after doing military service. In 1936, Ridiger was arrested and sentenced to 

three years’ exile in Semipalatinsk (Kazakhstan). The artist was later treated at a mental 

hospital in the same city.  

Another photomontages illustrate a one-page section titled “Photo Chronicle Abroad”. 

There is news about cheap photo booths installed in streets during the election campaign 

of the governor of New York, Alfred Smith: eight photos are printed. Also, the montage 

contains a portrait of Ekaterina Bary who slapped the face of A. Kerensky, minister of the 

Russian Provisional Government: according to this magazine, she was fi ned by the court, 

but she was made famous by the tabloid press.

The issue preceded widespread Soviet industrialization. It published photographs of the 

Baltic Shipyard (a pre-revolutionary enterprise being developed by the Bolsheviks) and 

views on the Armenian lake Ayger where a pumping station was planned. One article is 

devoted to electrifi cation of housekeeping in the “advanced 

workers’ country”. The author surveys about 10 devices, including 

a fridge, vacuum cleaner, washing machine, stove, portable boiler 

etc. However, the average Soviet working family could not 

a� ord such luxuries in the 1920s. Many people lived in 

communal apartments, some participated in the dream 

of the shared daily routine with kitchen-factories, laundries 

and other common facilities; fi nally, electrifi cation had not 

reached all dwellings by that time. The text is illustrated with 

fi ve drawings of the devices and one photograph of a radiator.

Worldcat does not list any paper copies. 

#9

350 USD

EKRAN “RABOCHEI GAZETY”
��	�	��������������� ���������������������������������	

Moscow: Izd. “Rabochei gazety”, 1927. 16 pp.: ill. 31x23 cm. In original 
illustrated wrappers. Tears to the spine, stains on the covers and fi rst 
page, otherwise very good.
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Constructivist design of lea� et was produced by Maxim Litvak (1898–1943), the Soviet 

graphic artist who created the posters of the silent fi lms for Leningrad cinema studio. Two 

impressive photomontages of this edition include the compositions of the main actors 

and one of them, printed on the fi rst page, presents two clones of the main character that 

re� ects the plot.

A striking libretto brochure on Mezhrabpomfi lm’s fi lm “Who Are You?” directed by Iuri 

Zheliabuzhsky. This moving picture was based on Jack London’s story “South of the Slot”, 

presenting the story between two worlds, capitalism and socialism, which ended with the 

triumph of the latest. In 1920, Zheliabuzhsky had already directed the fi lm on this London’s 

story, but for this case, the screenplay was compiled by Zheliabuzhsky together with Vadim 

Shershenevich. Well-known poet Shershenevich started his contribution to the Soviet 

cinema and theatre in 1927 and this is one of the earliest pieces of his input. 

The last page features the advertisement of Pudovkin’s fi lm “The End of St. Petersburg” 

released in 1928.

The only copy located in Columbia University.

#10

SOLD 

KTO TY TAKOI?
��	�	� ������������

Leningrad: Tea-kino pechat’, 1927. Lea� et folded into thirds. 
23x15,5 cm. Near fi ne.

First and only edition. One of 10 000 copies. Very rare.
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First and only edition. Cover design was produced by the master of propaganda posters, 

Avenir Chernomordik (1897–1991), the title page design was created by type designer 

and book illustrator, Vsevolod Filippov (1893–1976). Photomontages were made by 

Chernomordik, Filippov and Shebuev. 

Album about the fi rst national sports event held in the USSR. After the Bolsheviks seized 

power, Russia was excluded from the international Olympic movement. In the summer of 

1928, the Soviet Union organized its own sporting games. They were dedicated to the fi rst 

Five Year Plan and ten years’ of the Soviet physical culture movement. 

Soon after the Revolution, the fi rst physical culture and sports circles were formed, including 

“Muravei” (Moscow), “Spartak” (Petrograd), “Krasny Molodnyak” (Minsk), etc. Athletic tracks 

and related facilities were built throughout the country, and physical culture societies 

were established within factories and organizations. Sporting sections in Leningrad were 

named after Spartacus and, just like German pro-communist sports events, local Soviet 

competitions became known as spartakiades. The Soviet authorities decided to hold the 1st 

All-Union Spartakiad in Moscow in 1928. According to communist ideologists, the Olympic 

Games were individualistic competitions alien to the Soviet spirit, while the Spartakiade 

was supposed “to become a holiday for workers and to serve the cause of educating the 

proletariat and improving class consciousness”. 

Encouraging the international proletarian movement, Norway hosted The First International 

Winter Workers’ Spartakiad in February 1928. At that time, the Soviet Embassy’s chief 

emissary to Norway was Alexandra Kollontai, and he fully supported this initiative. Among 

the participants were 63 Soviet athletes competing in skiing, speed skating, etc.

#11
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First and only edition. Cover design was produced by the master of propaganda posters, 

Avenir Chernomordik (1897–1991), the title page design was created by type designer 

and book illustrator, Vsevolod Filippov (1893–1976). Photomontages were made by 

Album about the first national sports event held in the USSR. After the Bolsheviks seized 

power, Russia was excluded from the international Olympic movement. In the summer of 

1928, the Soviet Union organized its own sporting games. They were dedicated to the first 

Five Year Plan and ten years’ of the Soviet physical culture movement. 

Soon after the Revolution, the fi rst physical culture and sports circles were formed, including 

“Muravei” (Moscow), “Spartak” (Petrograd), “Krasny Molodnyak” (Minsk), etc. Athletic tracks 

and related facilities were built throughout the country, and physical culture societies 

were established within factories and organizations. Sporting sections in Leningrad were 

named after Spartacus and, just like German pro-communist sports events, local Soviet 

competitions became known as spartakiades. The Soviet authorities decided to hold the 1st 

All-Union Spartakiad in Moscow in 1928. According to communist ideologists, the Olympic 

Games were individualistic competitions alien to the Soviet spirit, while the Spartakiade 

was supposed “to become a holiday for workers and to serve the cause of educating the 

Winter Workers’ Spartakiad in February 1928. At that time, the Soviet Embassy’s chief 

emissary to Norway was Alexandra Kollontai, and he fully supported this initiative. Among 

the participants were 63 Soviet athletes competing in skiing, speed skating, etc.

7500 USD 

PERVAIA VSESOIUZNAIA SPARTAKIADA, 
MOSKVA-1928 I ZIMNIAIA RABOCHAIA 
SPARTAKIADA, OSLO
��	�	�������������������������������������������������� ������ ��������
���������������	

[Moscow]: Fizkul’tura i sport, [1928]. 170 pp.: ill. 23x31 cm. In original 
dark blue cloth with colored lettering and decoration. Rubbed, ink 
signature (1928) on front � yleaf, light soiling of corners occasionally, 
otherwise very good and clean internally.

Together with: Advertising brochure. Spartakiada [i.e. Spartakiad]. 
Moscow: Fizkul’tura i sport, [1928]. 12 pp.: ill. 11x15 cm. In original 
illustrated wrappers with same design. Mint, with minor tears of spine 
and front cover.
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By August 1928, the Soviet promotion of physical culture among young men and 

women had increased signifi cantly. The national sporting games were prepared for 

by the construction of new stadiums, water and rowing stations, sports halls and 

playing surfaces. All over the country, there was a determined struggle for the right 

to contribute to this unprecedented sports festival in Moscow. The competitions 

were held in the new Dynamo stadium that was specially built for the event. About 

7 million people took part in the Spartakiade, including more than 600 foreign 

athletes from 13 di� erent countries.

The program was extensive and consisted of all Olympic sports, as well as folk 

activities like gorodki. The sporting achievements of the Spartakiade were 

comparable with the 1928 Olympic Games that ended shortly before it. Records 

set by Soviet athletes were a fi llip to a new culture of national sporting achievement, 

and anticipated future triumphs achieved at major international competitions.

The idea to produce the album came about after the games had fi nished, so they used pre-existing material gathered by photojournalists and agencies. 

It features photographs by M. Alpert, V. Chemko, M. Galperin, P. Grokhovskii, D. Debabov, A. Kabalov, M. Khan, S. Krasinskii, V. Loboda, V. Orlovskii, P. 

Romanov, V. Savel’ev, I. Iaroslavskii and other contributors to Sovkino, Press-klishe, and Russ-foto.

High-quality montages demonstrate the value of the constructivist arrangement of pictures. A large-scale composition on two double-pages at the beginning of 

the album shows columns of sportspeople, civilians, military personnel and people in national costumes, the composition framed by a hand-drawn palisade of � ags.

It resembles Dziga Vertov’s fi lm “Kino-Eye” (1924) which was shot in Moscow and Kiev. 
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The frenetic pace of city-life, including sport, leisure and art, are as yet unconstrained by 

political circumstances and regulation. The design of “Spartakiad” seems excessive at fi rst: 

each spread has its own look: � ags, borders, rules, decorated capitals, the layout of the 

photographs and material all di� er but express in full measure the aesthetics of the NEP era, 

mixing the principles of principles of “Mir Iskusstva” [the World of Art]  and constructivism. 

Both approaches merely provide surface decoration borrowed for the occasion. This is 

demonstrated by the cover and the title page, the design of which might have been used for 

a cigarette packet, biscuit tin, chocolate box or pack of razor-blades.

The 1928 Spartakiad was vividly promoted through Russian art: colorful posters were 

published and numerous newsreels were shot. In particular, groundbreaking collages were 

specially created by Gustav Klutsis for a series of postcards which became a valuable piece 

of Russian avant-garde heritage.

For a long time, Spartakiads were held as o�  cial proletarian alternatives to the Olympic 

Games, though the Soviet Union did join the International Olympics in 1952. 

Worldcat lists copies located in Princeton and Notre Dame Universities, Getty Institute, 

NYPL.

Karasik, M. Heiting, M. The Soviet Photobook 1920–1941. p.136 
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Libretto of a Soviet silent fi lm that has not been preserved. Directed by Sergei Timoshenko, 

the moving picture “Dva bronevika” (1928) was set in 1917 and showed how two imperial 

soldiers shifted to the Bolsheviks.

The photomontage design was created by the Ukrainian artist Maxim Litvak (1898–1943). 

Born and educated in Kiev, he moved to Petrograd where he worked as an artist at the New 

Drama Theater between 1921 and 1923, then at the Leningrad Film Studio from 1923 to 

1930. In 1930 Litvak moved to Moscow where he co-designed pavilions for the All-Union 

Agricultural Exhibition. He is best known for the constructivist and photomontage designs 

of posters and librettos for movies of Sovkino and Mezhrabpomfi lm.

This booklet consists of two leaves folded in half. For the front wrapper, Litvak created a 

photomontage composition of a soldier’s bust, two � ying armored cars named “Satan” and 

“Kerensky”, and the constructivist-style title. Its inside covers contain two images of another 

armored car – one photo is colored in red.  The libretto itself is illustrated with fi lm stills and 

a red silhouette that is drawn in two di� erent places. 

A curious page details cinematographic statistic in the Leningrad region for 1927–1928, 

including the number of movie projectors in schools and prisons. The publication also 

includes criticism by Viktor Shklovskii who initially wrote the script but later refused to 

associate his name with the project because the plot had been altered too much by the 

director. “Sure, it would have been better to direct the fi lm as it was in the script, but it is not 

bad now. The revolution looks as it was, not embellished”.

Not found in Worldcat. 

#12

3500 USD 

2 BRONEVIKA
��	�	���������������	�

Leningrad: Teakinopechat’, [1928]. [8] pp.: ill. 25x16,5 cm. In original 
constructivist wrappers. Restored, otherwise very good.

One of 12,000 copies produced.
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The anonymous constructivist cover design consists of a background, partly in orange, with 

an impressive photomontage combining an image of military fi gures standing atop some 

armaments covered for transportation and a picture of a weapon uncovered and ready to 

fi re. The composition runs freely across the front and back covers. The lettering design is in 

orange and blue, in harmony with the photographs and the background respectively.

This interesting book is one of the Soviet works arguing that western imperialism had resulted 

in the increase in military forces after World War I. It maintained that such circumstances 

required the Soviet people to “strengthen the defense of the world’s only proletarian state 

surrounded by imperialist predators”. 

It is written by a military o�  cer and de facto chief military analyst in the USSR, Alexander 

Nikonov (1893–1937). He headed the 3rd department of the Main Intelligence Directorate. 

It is considered the analytical center of the Intelligence Directorate which systematized, 

summarized and analyzed all incoming information and produced its assessment of events 

in other countries. 

In the late 1920s, Nikonov co-authored, compiled and published two studies for the 

internal use of the top military leadership of the country: “Budushchaia voina” [Upcoming 

War] (1928; 80 copies) and “Podgotovka voiny protiv SSSR” [Preparing War against the 

USSR] (1929; 5,000 copies). The latter was printed under the pseudonym S. Dashin’skii. 

Both books contained information obtained by Soviet military intelligence, and presented 

assessments of external threats.

Alexander Nikonov was a close friend of a founder of Soviet military intelligence, Yan Berzin. 

Like Berzin, Nikonov was arrested and executed in 1937.

In this mass-circulation book, with its catchy design, Nikonov shared statistics about military 

forces in European countries and the USA up to 1929. He gave an overview of the increasing 

size of national armies, the quality and quantity of weaponry, and he gave attention to air 

forces and chemical weapons. The text is illustrated with photographs of the American navy 

during maneuvers, military propaganda on Navy Day, German all-terrain military vehicles 

and so on. Stressing the “scandalous” militarism of other countries, the author called 

on the Soviet people to support the same in the USSR. “The activity of our organization 

– Osoaviakhim [The Society for the Assistance of Defense, Aircraft and Chemical

Construction] – must involve the entire working and peasant population of our country, all

honest and Soviet-minded workers in science, technology and culture. The enemy is arming 

himself. The enemy is preparing new military ventures <...>. The best and most powerful

foundation of our defense is industrialization of the country”.

The book was most likely withdrawn from circulation due to the execution of the author.

Not found in Worldcat.

#13

950 USD

NIKONOV, A. POD MASKOI RAZORUZHENIIA 
��	�	��������������������������	�

Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo otdel voennoi literatury, 1929. 
48 pp.: ill., tabl. 19x13 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Rubbed, 
stamp of private library on title page otherwise very good and clean 
copy.

Second enlarged and revised edition.
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One of the repertoire collections compiled and published by the agitprop theater 

organization “Blue Blouse” for its provincial branches, as well as local vaudeville theaters 

and living newspapers (1928–1929). The edition was later replaced with a magazine “Za 

agitbrigadu i tram” (1931–1932).

The “Blue Blouse” rallied the agitprop theater collectives between 1923 and 1933, 

promoting revolutionary art and contraposing the professional stage. By 1927, there were 

5000 troupes with more than 100 000 actors involved. They performed on the streets during 

celebrations, and organized shows at factories and clubs. Gradually, most Soviet factories 

of the period had their own collectives inspired by the “Blue Blouse”, whose principles they 

followed.

All the printed matter of the organization – the magazine “Siniaia bluza”, the periodical 

collections “Malye formy klubnogo zrelishcha”, and the advertising posters – were designed 

in the constructivist style and were illustrated with photographs of collectives in impressive 

poses, photomontages, and costume designs. 

Description of issue #1:   

This issue contains three photomontages in total. Two of them depict performers during 

spectacles about the Red Army, while the last page features a photomontage design relating 

to a 1928 repertoire collection combining pictures of some Blue Blouse collectives.

#14–15

2950 USD for each

MALYE FORMY KLUBNOGO ZRELISHCHA
��	�	�����������������������������������������������	

#1 
Moscow: Trud i kniga, 1929. 64 pp.: ill. 26x17,5 cm. In original illustrated 
wrappers. 

Very good, spine and tears of covers restored. One of 5000 copies. 

#8 
Moscow: Trud i kniga, 1929. 64 pp.: ill. 26x17,5 cm. In original illustrated 
wrappers. 

Very good, spine and tears of covers restored. One of 3100 copies. 
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The issue published a picture of six performers who posed together to make with their bodies the shape of 

an anchor. There are also other group photographs of Moscow blue-blousists. Among them is an uncommon 

photograph (for Blue Blouse periodicals) depicting a performance on stage also showing a full hall of spectators 

(usually only performers only were shown). 

The designs of national clothes by the artist Dani (caricaturist Daniil Smirnov), relating to the performance 

“Songs of the Peoples of the USSR”, also feature. To create minimalist costumes, Blue Blouse collectives used 

considerable imagination and might produce almost everything from cardboard and cheap fabrics. The costume 

designs of Russian, Ukrainian, Jewish, Georgian, Kyrgyz, Crimean Tatar and Samoyedic woman are demonstrated. 

Some pages of sheet music are also reproduced.

Satirical verses and songs of the repertoire were written on relevant topics, criticizing the enemies of socialist 

ideology or otherwise promoting Soviet values. The back cover advertises how to subscribe to the publication and 

to the magazine. “Radioliubitel” [Radio Enthusiast].

Worldcat does not track this issue.

Description of issue #8:   

Striking anniversary issue of the repertoire collections compiled and published by the 

agitprop theater organization, “Blue Blouse”, for its provincial branches, as well as local 

vaudeville theaters and living newspapers (1928–1929). It was replaced by the magazine, 

“Za agitbrigadu i tram” (1931–1932).

There were ten Moscow groups divided by category: Basic, General, Central, Industrial, 

Producing, Operative, Variety Stage, Concert, Music Hall, and Tenth. Group photographs 

of these groups by Debabov and Usov are published in this issue along with 

photomontages. The last page lists all the Moscow collectives and credits all authors, 

directors, artists and composers who worked with the groups mentioned. At the 

center of the page is printed a constructivist alternative version of the logo.
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In total, the issue comprises seven photomontages. An impressive photomontage on the 

back wrapper combines photographs of a magazine, a montaged performer carrying a small 

advertising poster, and a slogan written in the constructivist style, “Whenever and Wherever, 

Lead in One Direction – Ask a Blue Blouse for a Club”. This design was produced by the artist 

Kviring. There is also a picture of a group, “Variety Stage”, carrying sheets of paper with 

the lettering “We’ll Surpass”, the line of black sheets with white lettering montaged three 

times. The fi rst performance featured in this collection was “Voluntary Societies” about the 

organizations “Avtodor”, “Aviakhim”, “Bezbozhniki”, “Doloi negramotnost”, and “Drug detei”. 

The text ends with a photomontage advertising poster featuring a performer adorned with 

a model airplane on his face and torso, and a newspaper, “Blue Blouse”, mounted on his 

back. The picture of this man is repeated fi ve times diagonally across the page. Another 

photograph of this performer illustrates the text, “Voluntary Societies”, alongside two 

impressive costume designs. 

One of the Blue Blouse advertising posters is also reproduced, showcasing a photomontage 

of pictures of the “Variety Stage” group. 

The publication also shows issues of the magazine, “Siniaia bluza”, with a form of the Blue 

Blouse’s logo; a false mirror photograph of two performers; a drawing of a costume design 

for “Character of Satirical Choir” by Petr Galadzhiev and many other curious illustrations. 

The title page marks six years of activity of the organization and features two logos: the Blue 

Blouse and the Central Administration of State Circuses; from September 1929 this organ 

co-ordinated all the Blue Blouse collectives in Moscow. 

Worldcat does not track this edition.
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A notable and well-illustrated book about the four-year activity of an experimental Tbilisi 

theater that enlightened spectators about hygiene and promoted preventive care and 

public health in the 1920s. 

In the early days of the Soviet Union the health and hygiene culture of the proletarian masses 

was underdeveloped. Alcohol misuse disorders, tuberculosis, prostitution, and high infant 

mortality were listed as the burdensome legacy of Tsarist Russia. To fi ght these problems, 

mass hygiene was promoted as one of the key aspects of socialist society. Sanitary and 

medical education were organized in all enterprises, kolkhozes, by means of printed matter 

and wall newspapers. They proclaimed, “The level of culture is determined by the amount 

of soap consumed”. Workers’ clubs were regarded as “forges of the 

new men and women”, so lectures and discussions about 

health and hygiene were commonplace. 

In the 1920s, the railway workers’ clubs of Tbilisi 

and other Transcaucasian cities regularly hosted 

performances by the Sanitary Agitation Theater. 

Instead of focusing on topics such as class 

struggle, the 1917 Revolution. or the Civil War, this 

theater tackled the struggle against prostitution 

and sexually transmitted infections, alcohol misuse 

disorders, and a lack of cleanliness and basic 

understanding of hygiene. 

#16

6500 USD

SAN-AGIT-TEATR UPRAVLENIIA 
ZDRAVOOKHRANENIIA ZAKAVKAZSKOI 
ZHELEZNOI DOROGI: 1925-1929  
��	�	�������
�����������������������������������������������
������������
�������������������������	�

Ti� is: Tipografi ia ZKV zhel. dor., 1929. [2], 55 pp.: ill. + [2] pp. of ads. 
26x23 cm. In original wrappers with letterpress design and the theater’s 
logo. Modern back cover and spine. Front cover, title page and few other 
pages repaired, minor occasional stains, otherwise very good.

First and only edition. One of 1500 copies. Design by 
N. S. Romanov.
First and only edition. One of 1500 copies. Design by N.S. Romanov.
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This unusual initiative was started by Dr.Chalidze and his colleagues from the 

Transcaucasian Railway Healthcare Administration with directors V. Tatishchev and A. 

Burdzhalov. Rejecting commonplace and monotonous lectures, the theater collective 

created spectacles and (mostly improvised) court dramas that resembled other agitational 

theater targeting religion, capitalism etc. As the frequency of these shows increased, 

improvisation gave way to prepared and rehearsed spectacles; the theater invited young 

actors to perform; and costumes and stage makeup were added.
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This unusual initiative was started by Dr.Chalidze and his colleagues from the 

Transcaucasian Railway Healthcare Administration with directors V. Tatishchev and A. 

Burdzhalov. Rejecting commonplace and monotonous lectures, the theater collective 

created spectacles and (mostly improvised) court dramas that resembled other agitational 

theater targeting religion, capitalism etc. As the frequency of these shows increased, 

improvisation gave way to prepared and rehearsed spectacles; the theater invited young 

actors to perform; and costumes and stage makeup were added.

This theater toured from one Soviet Republic to another across the Caucasus. While actors 

generally performed satirical and entertaining theater in Russian, some participants (such 

as a physician) spoke in the appropriate national language. Such performances gave 

doctors the opportunity to communicate directly with workers and peasants, discussing 

questions and explaining obscure issues. At the same time, performers brought theatrical 

culture to little villages which had no theatrical venues.

The edition contains photomontage and hand-drawn avant-garde posters for various 

spectacles: “Sad Tale of Fools”, “Abortion”, “Worm Hole”, “Prostitute”, “Incident”, and “City 

Twilight”. They showcase actors and the theater productions. Pictures of founders, actors, 

directors, an artist and a composer were published. Some vignettes were specially drawn 

for this publication, and a portrait of the composer was also decorated. 

The fi nal pages contain advertisements of Georgian enterprises that in the period of the 

NEP.

No copies found in Worldcat.
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A characteristic issue of the monthly “30 Days” published 1925–1941. From 1926 to 

1930 the magazine was entrusted to the publishing house “Zemlia i fabrika”, best known 

for distinct style of the design of their books. The publisher collaborated with the Stenberg 

brothers, Dlugach, Rodchenko, Elkin, Telingater, Chichagov sisters and other notable 

designers.

Various artists and photographers contributed to this issue. The cover design was produced 

by the artist Boris Nechaev (1909–1931) who also worked on the magazine “Vokrug sveta” 

and a supplementary book printed by the same publisher.

Four colored double-page photomontages devoted to the fi rst Five Year Plan were made by 

Gustav Klutsis (1895–1938), one of the founders of Soviet photomontage and a leading 

constructivist book designer. Partly colored in orange, his montages presents statistical 

data for the previous year and goals set for 1929–1930. It includes a picture of a female 

peasant driving a tractor, combined with a gigantic male mechanic and a miniature image 

of workers standing on sca� olding; an endless line of coal wagons coming away from an oil 

fi eld and other curious pictures gathered into striking compositions.

Photographs by A. Rodchenko supplement K. Paustovskii’s article about the work process 

at the Foreign Department of the TASS agency. Pictures by photographer D. Sherbakov 

illustrate an article, “Treasure of the Arctic Tundra”, by M. Rosenfeld: the world’s major 

deposit of apatite had been discovered in the Khibiny Mountains of the Kola Peninsula. Apart 

from these highlights, the issue contains drawings by Iu. Ganf, K. Rotov, M. Khrapkovskii, 

V. Kozlinskii and S. Lodygin.

Some issues are located in Princeton University. 

#17

2950 USD 

30 DNEI: ILLIUSTRIROVANNYI 
EZHEMESIACHNIK
��	�	��¡���
��������������������
��������������	�

Moscow: Zemlia i fabrika, 1929. 94 pp.: ill. + 2 pp. of ads. 26x17,5 cm. 
In original constructivist wrappers. Spine rubbed, with fragments lost, 
occasional minor stains on pages, otherwise very good. 
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The anonymous constructivist cover design features a photomontage of three fi lm stills from 

“Battleship Potemkin” (1925) by Sergei Eisenstein: “Potemkin” itself; the crew alongside 

weapons; and a key scene. In this last fi lm still, sailors who refused their meal and were 

judged guilty of insubordination, stand on the foredeck, a canvas cover thrown over them 

and a fi ring squad with ri� es lined up before them. It is the turning point for the sailors; the 

moment that the mutiny became inevitable.

Apart from the fi lm stills, two pre-revolutionary newspaper clippings about the battleship 

and “the fi rst victory of the revolution” are incorporated into the montage, just behind the 

image of the warship.

The book itself is about the historical events which took place on board the battleship 

“Potemkin” and the streets of Odessa and Sevastopol in 1905. It also explores the role the 

Russian Social Democratic Labour Party played in these revolutionary events.

The author, the Russian and Soviet navy o�  cer and engineer Alexei Platonov (1894–1938), 

was a member of the Navy Department of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee from 

1917 to1918. He was engaged in the development of Soviet submarines and underwater 

weaponry. During the Great Purge, Platonov was accused of Trotskyism and executed.

Worldcat does not track this edition.

#18

2250 USD 

PLATONOV, A. POVSTANNIA NA “POTEMKINE” 
��	�	����������
�������������������	

Kharkiv: Na varti, 1930. 32 pp. 18x12,5 cm. In original illustrated 
wrappers. Slightly rubbed, numbers and publisher’s stamps on front 
cover and title page, otherwise very good.

One of 7000 copies. In Ukrainian.
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An issue of a mass non-fi ction magazine on radio engineering and amateur technics 

published under this title (1925–1930) and succeeded by “Radio Front” (1930–1941) and 

“Radio” (from 1946 to the present).

The impressive design of this issue includes a photomontage cover with a young man 

covering one ear with his palm, his other ear enlarged beyond the size of the head itself to 

symbolize the perfect reception of fi ve named broadcast stations available to listeners. Also 

montages are pictures of a receiver and a hand which serve as a common sign of attention. 

The development of Soviet amateur radio was hindered by growing electrical interference: 

one radio discussion in 1926 commented, “Many of our enthusiasts have the advantage that 

they live in a province, not a� ected by electro-culture: no trams, no engines, no electric wires 

and other enemies of receivers that add interference and noise”. Some radio broadcasters 

su� ered interference in cities. This formed the topic of an article illustrated with an image 

of the same young man with one huge ear, together with a map of Moscow showing the 

electromagnetic fi elds of the radio stations. 

The last page contains another photomontage showing the All-Union Workers’ Radio 

Congress. Group pictures feature workers preparing for this event in a reading hut, a 

dormitory, a broadcasting room, and the journey to the House of the Unions. All these images, 

along with portraits of party o�  cials, are montaged to a photograph of a radio receiver.

In addition, a curious photomontage report of a radio exhibition in Penza was included: six 

photographs of exhibits are supplemented with captions below. There is a photograph of a 

“radio booth” from the Ukrainian [Radio] Congress and a picture of mass festivities in Irkutsk 

showcasing a broadcasting truck among the crowd. 

Among the editors of the magazine was Professor Mikhail Bonch-Bruevich who headed the 

Nizhny Novgorod Radio Laboratory. It was the fi rst Soviet research laboratory in the fi eld of 

radio electronics. It was built in Moscow in 1918 and then evacuated to Nizhny Novgorod. 

This institution was a beacon for Soviet radio enthusiasts. 

The periodical contains assembly instructions for radio equipment, ranging from simple 

to advanced set-ups, news about components and contemporary achievements in radio 

culture, and other related articles. 

According to Worldcat, the only copy is located in Harvard University.

#19

175 USD 

RADIO VSEM. ZHURNAL OBSHCHESTVA DRUZEI 
RADIO SSSR 
��	�	��������������
��
	����������������������
��������������������������
��������������¡	

Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo, 1930. P. 35-38, 43-56: ill. 
29,5x20,5 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. Tears to spine, central 
double-page spread (pp. 39-42) lost, otherwise very good. 
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An impressive photomontage poster and a good example of an early Soviet posters issued 

for Far East enterprise sta� . It was produced for employees of the Dal’kraisoiuz egg 

warehouses. Between 1925 and 1938, this organization included cooperative unions in the 

Far East – in Khabarovsk and beyond. The poster was created by an unknown female artist 

with the monogram “A.A. Ch-na”.

The constructivist title is placed to the left and combines various type designs. Fourteen 

photographs of workers and equipment communicate visual instructions on how to behave 

and how not to behave when working with eggs. While receiving new supplies, warehouse 

employees had to test the eggs. For example, they would sni�  each egg 

discarding any that were rotten. They would lightly tap the eggs to fi nd any 

defective ones. The various stages of storage and transportation were also 

depicted. Some photographs show how to store eggs and pack them into 

boxes. At the center of the poster are three images warning against 

carrying eggs in long boxes that are less stable and safe even if 

two workers were involved. Though mostly black-and-white, the 

poster features high-quality colored images of eggs without 

shells. They depict three categories of egg graded by size 

and showing every possible defect.

#20

��	�	�������� �������������� ���������	�

Khabarovsk: Dal’kraisoiuz, 1930. 87x63 cm. Backed, few tears have 
been restored, otherwise near fi ne.  

One of 2000 copies. 

POSTER KAK NADO RABOTAT’ NA IAICHNOM 
SKLADE

and how not to behave when working with eggs. While receiving new supplies, warehouse and how not to behave when working with eggs. While receiving new supplies, warehouse and how not to behave when working with eggs. While receiving new supplies, warehouse 

employees had to test the eggs. For example, they would sni�  each egg employees had to test the eggs. For example, they would sni�  each egg employees had to test the eggs. For example, they would sni�  each egg 

discarding any that were rotten. They would lightly tap the eggs to fi nd any discarding any that were rotten. They would lightly tap the eggs to fi nd any 

defective ones. The various stages of storage and transportation were also defective ones. The various stages of storage and transportation were also 

depicted. Some photographs show how to store eggs and pack them into depicted. Some photographs show how to store eggs and pack them into 

boxes. At the center of the poster are three images warning against boxes. At the center of the poster are three images warning against 

carrying eggs in long boxes that are less stable and safe even if 

two workers were involved. Though mostly black-and-white, the 

poster features high-quality colored images of eggs without 

shells. They depict three categories of egg graded by size 

7500 USD 
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Serving as a de facto manifesto for Soviet national policy, the book was compiled by eleven 

journalists. The collection describes a number of expeditions to the Far East, Altai, Central 

Asia and the Caucasus in the 1920s. 

The book opens with Boris Lapin’s essay on Eskimos living in the farthest point of the 

country, along the border with the USA. He recorded common words and phrases, took 

pictures, noted Eskimo customs and detailed interactions between indigenous people and 

socialist organizations in Uelen. In particular, Lapin highlighted a 1923 report describing an 

episode in which, in line with their customs, Eskimo people requested a local revolutionary 

committee to strangle an old and sick and old woman. The application had been approved, 

but the representative was later arrested for this “Chukotka policy”. Maria Shkapskaia was 

sent with the VSNKh Commission to survey the De-Kastri locality (now Khabarovsk Krai). 

This land was supposed to host a timber enterprise with open access to the bay. The essay 

reveals the life of local fi shermen living alongside workers of a new socialist settlement, 

Dal’les. 

Writers Dmitrii Stonov and Afanasii Koptelov gave an overview of the traditions and customs 

of Altai both before and under Soviet power. For example, this book called Biysk a “small, 

provincial and miserable” settlement where a railroad from Novosibirsk terminated. Altai 

women were adjusting to modern life, learning how to improve their overall health, achieve 

equal labor rights, and they were abandoning shamanism and their traditional daily routines. 

A picture of International Women’s Day being celebrated in an Altai town featured. The 

essays shared impressions and memories of early kolkhozes and the developments that 

corresponded with socialist ideals. 

The ethnic groups of Pamir mountains, Turkmenistan, Khevsureti were also visited and 

described for readers.

Worldcat lists only one copy, located in LoC.

#21

2500 USD 

SBORNIK: PEREKLICHKA NARODOV
��	�	���������������������������������������������	�¢�������	������������
�	�¢������������	

Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1931. 333, [3] pp.: ill. 20x14 cm. In original 
illustrated wrappers. Covers rubbed, with tears of spine, otherwise very 
good and clean.

First and only edition. One of 10,300 copies. Constructivist cover design 
by V. Shcheptev. The front cover features small groups of indigenous 
women undertaking traditional occupations. The back design shows a 
Turkmenian peasant driving a tractor.
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Photomontage cover design was created by Natalia Bukharova-Pinus (1901–1986). Having 

graduated from VKHUTEMAS, she joined avant-garde artists engaged in propaganda art. 

Pinus was a member of the October group, and primarily designed posters, books and 

magazines using the photomontage technique. The cover depicts a number of experimental 

approaches to cinematography. The front demonstrates the stop-motion technique using 

puppets. The back features a photomontage of fi lm stills from a scientifi c fi lm about the 

Soviet exploration of the North: it combines polar bears, icebergs and explorers under the 

direction of Otto Schmidt (the head of the Arctic Institute at that time).

This guide to the creation of the animation movie was written by fi lm director Alexander 

Ptushko [real name Ptushkin; 1900–1973). He is well-known as the creator of the fi rst 

feature-length animated fi lm, the fi rst fi lm in color and for his extensive use of puppet 

animation. In particular, Ptushko produced a Soviet stop-motion animated cartoon, “The 

New Gulliver” (1935). 

In this book, he explained all stages of animation movie creation, techniques and processes, 

illustrating them with the required equipment. He covered all types of animation from 

the origin of cinematography. In particular, the author promoted politsharzh [i.e. political 

satirical fi lm] as the ideal type of movie for revolutionary propaganda. Ptushko himself was 

involved in their production and the book contains a fi lm still from the stop-motion picture, 

“Lost Conduct”. In the Soviet Union, traditional and experimental methods of animation 

were used including hand-drawn, stop-motion and mixed live-action components. For 

example, Ptushko explained how to montage the motion of live footage of a boy with a 

cartoon drawing of him. 

The edition is illustrated with numerous fi lm stills representing the establishment of Soviet 

animation in the 1920s. Among the most curious is a picture, “Samoyedic boy”, produced by 

the artists N. and O. Khodataevy, V. and Z. Brumberg. 

Overall, this is an important source on early Soviet 

animation, experimentation and the key 

creators involved in it.

Worldcat lists copies located in 

Princeton and Virginia Universities.

#22

Overall, this is an important source on early Soviet 

animation, experimentation and the key 

creators involved in it.

Worldcat lists copies located in 

Princeton and Virginia Universities.Princeton and Virginia Universities.

2500 USD 

PTUSHKO, A. MUL’TIPLIKATSIIA FIL’MY 
��	�	�����������������	�

Moscow: Gos. izdatel’stvo khudozhestvennoi literatury, 1931. 62 [2] 
pp.: ill. 18x13 cm. In original photomontage wrappers. Ink marks and 
signature on front cover and title page, spine chipped, otherwise very 
good.

First and only edition. 
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Striking photomontage advertisement of May tours to the USSR o� ered by the o�  cial 

traveling agency of the Soviet Union, Intourist. In English.

Front cover design contains a photomontage of the mausoleum, military and sports parades 

synonymous with “the great May Day celebrations”. Other photographs of rallies by Soviet 

people, city decorations, slogans and an air force parade are montaged within two forms: a 

silhouette of the mausoleum and a letter M, which supplements the advertising text. 

Strictly a propaganda opportunity, May Day in the USSR turned into a recognizable 

celebration associated with the country and its ideology. For Soviet people, this annual 

holiday presented a chance to demonstrate the most relevant socialist artworks and 

inventions; hold mass concerts, shows and sports competitions; and organize the special 

decoration of every institution and enterprise. 

By the end of the fi rst Five Year Plan which saw rapid industrialization, “the Soviet Union was 

opening wide its doors to its [foreign] guests for the 1931 celebrations and Intourist was 

lowering its rates in order that the greatest number of visitors would have the opportunity of 

seeing what was being archived in the sphere of culture and economics in the USSR”. These 

tours lasted 6–11 days and included visits to “interesting and unique social institutions, 

art treasures, places of historic interest and industrial concerns in Moscow and Leningrad”.

This is also evidence of the period when most pre-WWII tours to the USSR started in the 

Belarusian village of Negoreloye, on the border between the Soviet Union and Poland. Five 

of six tours were organized through Negoreloye, all involveed visiting Moscow, and could be 

complemented with visits to Leningrad, Kiev and Odessa. 

Not found in Worldcat.

#23

MAY CELEBRATIONS IN THE SOVIET UNION

Moscow: Inturist, 1931. One leaf folded as a 16-page brochure. Folded: 
22,5x15,5 cm, unfolded: 63x45 cm. In original illustrated wrappers. 
Creases slightly worn, small tears to spine (in folded mode).

2500 USD 
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The polygraphic masterpiece by the unsung hero of Soviet book constructivism, Elbrus 

Gutnov (1906–1981), and his “Brigade #1 For Mass Book Production”. 

The self-taught Ossetia artist, he was always in the shadow of Solomon Telingator, but he was 

indeed one of the most consistent practitioners of the ideas of polygraphic constructivism 

established by Alexei Gan and El Lissitskiy. 

As a young man Vladikavkaz, where he was painting for the local Red Army unit, Gutnov was 

noticed by Sergo Ordzhenikidze. Under Sergo’s protection, and with the approval of Stalin 

and Lunacharsky, Gutnov traveled to Germany to study. 

He enrolled in the United State Schools for Free and Applied Arts (Vereinigte Staatsschulen 

für freie und angewandte Kunst) in Berlin, where he studied in the polygraphic department. 

According to his wife, he participated in the classes of Oskar Kokoshka and Emil Orlik. 

GAVRILOV, L.G. 
ORGANIZATSIYA UBORKI UROZHAIA
��	�	������������������������������������	

Moscow: Selkolkhozgiz, 1ya Obraztsovaya tipografi ya, 1931. 142 pp. 
22,2x14,7 cm. Original illustrated wrappers. Fine condition. 

The architecture of the book by “Brigade #1 For Mass Book Production”. 

No copies in Worldcat.

#24
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The polygraphic masterpiece by the unsung hero of Soviet book constructivism, Elbrus 

indeed one of the most consistent practitioners of the ideas of polygraphic constructivism 

established by Alexei Gan and El Lissitskiy. 

As a young man Vladikavkaz, where he was painting for the local Red Army unit, Gutnov was 

noticed by Sergo Ordzhenikidze. Under Sergo’s protection, and with the approval of Stalin 

and Lunacharsky, Gutnov traveled to Germany to study. 

He enrolled in the United State Schools for Free and Applied Arts (Vereinigte Staatsschulen 

für freie und angewandte Kunst) in Berlin, where he studied in the polygraphic department. 

According to his wife, he participated in the classes of Oskar Kokoshka and Emil Orlik. 

17500 USD 
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His brother, Evgeniy Gutnov, also a polygraphist, met him in Berlin: he was a revolutionary who had escaped Russian imprisonment in 1916 and made his 

way to Germany where he was printing Russian social democratic books and books in Ossetian. 

Elbrus Gutnov embraced the German polygraphic culture of the time. Allegedly he participated as a typesetter in the printing of Mayakovsky’s 

“For the Voice” in 1923, which was printed in Berlin.

Gutnov returned to the USSR in 1928 to play an active part in the late � ourishing of the leftist ideas in the country. He 

became a member of the “Oktyabr” (October) group, and met his heroes Eisenstein and Mayakovsky.

At that time he was working with Solomon Telingator, creating some of the most striking wrappers for the 

periodical “Poligrafi cheskoe proizvodstvo” [i.e. Polygraphic Production]. 
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But the biggest project in Gutnov’s life became the “Brigade #1 For Mass Book Production”, 

a group consisting of himself, Galina Gladysheva and Zinoviy Amusiev. Gutnov set his goal 

of making a book fi t for the masses: to use all the polygraphic principles of constructivism 

and apply them to books read by the workers, peasants and often less-educated members 

of Soviet society. With the use of typefaces, diagrams, two-color printing, illustrations on 

di� erent parts of the page, and photomontage, the Brigade #1 created a printed product 

very di� erent from other books, in the usual sense of the term. Their ideas echoed with 

those of Telingator, who famously stated that the book designer should be an ‘architect’ of 

the book. Gutnov’s vision was di� erent, however, because his was in no way the solo project, 

hence the epithet “brigade”. Often, indeed, he did not proclaim his own name in print. 

In this particular book, as well as the usual members of the brigade, the following people 

participated: P. Romanov, S. Kuzmin, V. Danilov, L. Pronkov, N. Prokhorov, G. Zakharov, S. 

Trofi mov, and  N. Valetov.

If book artist was a book “architect” according to Telingator, for Gutnov that “architect” 

needed also a book “engineer”, a “book plumber”, a “book electrician”, a “book decorator” 

to complete the work. 

In order to achieve the goal of creating the book for the masses, collective e� ort was 

required. 

In this book the result speaks for itself: it combines the best of letterpress design, 

photomontage, and the visual contrasts of constructivism. Gutnov & Co created something 

unique that was completely di� erent from any photobook of the time. 

The full list of books designed by the Brigade is unknown, largely owing to their rarity. For 

example, this book was printed in a run of 130,000 copies, but because it was intended for 

the kolkhoz workers, the chance of it enduring was not great and, as a result, it does not 

feature in any of the bibliographies on photomontage. 

However, it is stated on the last page that the print-run of 130 000 was supplemented by 

a further 250 copies suggesting a special printing which this copy is likely to represent. 

However, as we were unable to locate any other copies of this book (from any part of the 

print-run), it is impossible to be certain about this. 
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Two issues of the important propaganda magazine. The periodical was founded in 1930 

on the initiative and under the editorship of Maxim Gorky, intended as a monthly magazine 

dedicated to the review of events in the capitalist world. Altogether the 11 issues in 

this format were produced in 1930–1932. After issue 1–2 (1932) the periodical was 

transformed into a newspaper, which endured until Gorky’s death in 1938. The second 

editor Karel Radek was executed as well as Gorky’s successor, Mikhail Koltsov. 

The magazine was not only the organ of satirical and publicist propaganda aimed at the 

West, but also became a platform for bold experiments in print design. Those experiments 

were associated with the names of Varvara Stepanova and her husband, A. Rodchenko, as 

well as a young female Jewish artist from Kiev, Ada Izrailevna Poberezhskaya (1905–1962).

The designer of issue #5–6 is not identifi ed, and although it has a few interesting 

photomontages, the paper quality does not enable the reader to appreciate the design. 

Nevertheless, the design of #1–2 is quite experimental and sophisticated so it is worth 

focusing on the magazine’s composition and its designer, Ada Poberezhskaya. This was the 

last issue of the periodical in this format before “Za Rubezhom” became a newspaper at 

which point its management ceased paying much attention to its design. 

In this issue, Poberezhskaya attempts to combine the most popular and avant-garde means 

of illustration of the time into one organism: photo-chronicle and photomontage, satirical 

drawings and statistical data presented in IZOSTAT-like style.

#25
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Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo khudozhestvennoy literatury; 
Krasniy proletariy, 1931–1932. 

Original illustrated wrappers. Minimal restoration to the spines, loss of 
the lower fragment of the spine of issue #5–6, otherwise good. 
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IZOSTAT graphs, a method of statistical propaganda, were pioneered in Vienna in the 1920s 

and popularized in the USSR by the famous IZOSTAT institute. IZOSTAT revolutionized the 

visual presentation of otherwise dry statistical data. The most famous work of the institute 

was the album “Moscow reconstructing”, designed by Rodchenko (1938). There is no 

evidence that links Poberezhskaya to the work of the institute but the quality of the graphs 

suggests that she was familiar with the work of her colleagues there. 

The photomontages bear the strong in� uence of Rodchenko and Stepanova, who separately 

designed several issues of the same periodical in 1930. 

Poberezhskaya had evidently studied their work before designing this issue, but that is not 

to underestimate her own capacity to work as an independent montagist. A graduate of 

the Kiev Art School, she moved to Moscow in 1921 and worked as a designer for workers’ 

clubs and a few books in GIZ. She became a member of OST in 1925 and participated in 

exhibitions alongside Deineka, Vialov and Nikritin. In 1929 she was among the Soviet artists 

who participated in two exhibitions in Paris. Upon her return to Moscow she started the work 

as a theatre designer that became her main focus in later years. 

By 1932 she thus had a lot of artistic experience to draw on in her attempt to combine so 

many of the techniques familiar to her from her work on stage decorations, and in clubs and 

book design. This was the only issue of the periodical Poberezhskaya designed. 
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The caricatures and satirical drawings she used were reprinted from western 

newspapers and magazines in order to underline the points made by the propaganda 

articles attacking the capitalist west. This could be regarded as yet another method of 

periodical design at that time, with drawings from di� erent artists and publications 

combined in the layout in a certain manner, and then montaged into the spread 

much like photos. 

It is also interesting how di� erent the two issues are both in terms of the 

printing quality and the designer’s ideas.  The issues are separated only 

by months and between them only one issue was published (#7–8 

for 1931) and it’s also printed on the lower quality paper. This again 

demonstrates that for the so-called “thick periodicals” of the 1930s 

the designer was quite often assigned for one issue only and each 

issue should be regarded as an independent work of design. 

Because of Radek’s involvement in the periodical, the 

issues in which he participated as editor were later 

taken out of circulation. 
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The book typifi es the tendency of Soviet political propaganda to favor photomontage and 

caricature. 

All montages, the cover and title page were designed by the artist Andrei Diderikhs (1884–

1942). He is regarded as a “moderate leftist” who took part in the miscellaneous exhibition, 

“Treugol’nik-Venok-Stefanos” (1910), in which impressionist and abstract artworks were 

presented by artists of various movements. In the Soviet period, Diderikhs designed 

Leningrad street decorations during revolutionary celebrations, worked in Radlov’s “Young 

Theater” in 1928 to 1929, and the expert commission of Vneshtorg [the main organization 

for international trade]. He was twice arrested and released from prison in the 1920s.

For the front cover design, Diderikhs used rather simple yet impressive red block letters with 

shadows and placed them above a lattice background. Stretched across the whole wrapper, 

the lettering looks important and overwhelming, and re� ective of its subject. The back cover 

photomontage shows a Red Army soldier guarding an industrial factory plant.

The decorated title page includes the same lettering and a photograph of a crowd carrying 

slogans about the world’s proletarian revolution as the only way to end all wars and live in 

peace. Both slogans are painted in red.

The book contains numerous full-page and double-page photomontages, as well as 

photographs and text. They promote a decade of Soviet peaceful policy, starting with 

the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk (1918) signed between the Bolshevik government of Russia 

and the German Empire, and workers’ demonstrations in Petrograd shortly before the 

October Revolution. Some double-page photomontages are devoted to the cruel and 

bloody interventions of the Allies during the Russian Civil War, and their collaboration with 

the White Movement. Fighting both, the Bolsheviks were positioned as the preservers of 

national independence, liberators of the proletariat and the only realistic bulwark against 

war initiated by the capitalists. Photomontages of White and Red posters are included for 

comparison. According to the text, an important moment in outrageous imperialism came 

when military action in China blocked a local revolution. The sharpest criticism is leveled at 

the League of Nations and the failure of its World Disarmament Conference in particular.

#26
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The book typifies the tendency of Soviet political propaganda to favor photomontage and 

All montages, the cover and title page were designed by the artist Andrei Diderikhs (1884–

1942). He is regarded as a “moderate leftist” who took part in the miscellaneous exhibition, 

“Treugol’nik-Venok-Stefanos” (1910), in which impressionist and abstract artworks were 

presented by artists of various movements. In the Soviet period, Diderikhs designed 

Leningrad street decorations during revolutionary celebrations, worked in Radlov’s “Young 

Theater” in 1928 to 1929, and the expert commission of Vneshtorg [the main organization 

for international trade]. He was twice arrested and released from prison in the 1920s.

For the front cover design, Diderikhs used rather simple yet impressive red block letters with 

shadows and placed them above a lattice background. Stretched across the whole wrapper, 

the lettering looks important and overwhelming, and re� ective of its subject. The back cover 

photomontage shows a Red Army soldier guarding an industrial factory plant.

The decorated title page includes the same lettering and a photograph of a crowd carrying 

slogans about the world’s proletarian revolution as the only way to end all wars and live in 

peace. Both slogans are painted in red.

The book contains numerous full-page and double-page photomontages, as well as 

photographs and text. They promote a decade of Soviet peaceful policy, starting with 

the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk (1918) signed between the Bolshevik government of Russia 

and the German Empire, and workers’ demonstrations in Petrograd shortly before the 

October Revolution. Some double-page photomontages are devoted to the cruel and 

comparison. According to the text, an important moment in outrageous imperialism came 

when military action in China blocked a local revolution. The sharpest criticism is leveled at 

the League of Nations and the failure of its World Disarmament Conference in particular.
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Moskva: Izogiz, 1932. 255 pp.: ill. 27x20 cm. In original wrappers with 
letterpress design on front cover and photomontage on back cover; in 
modern folder and case reproducing the cover design. Covers and spine 
slightly rubbed and restored, with minor creases, numbers on pp. 3, 17, 
otherwise mint.

First and only edition. One of 9800 copies. The supervising designer was 
a notable photojournalist, Alexander Brodskii. The accompanying text 
was written by Boris Ilyin. 
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Apart from photo materials, the book comprises political caricatures by prominent masters 

of Soviet satire, Boris Efi mov and Deni, whose works are dedicated to contemporary 

international a� airs and disarmament.

Meanwhile, he Soviet Union itself was increasing its military forces “for defense” and “for the 

world’s proletarian revolution”. Branches of Osoaviakhim [The Society for the Assistance 

of Defense, Aircraft and Chemical Construction], supplying voluntary help to the Red 

Army, were spread widely across the country. They raised money for aircraft construction 

and supervised school clubs for military training. The edition includes a photograph of a 

womens’ squad of Osoaviakhim taking part in a parade, as well as a picture of an airplane 

paid for with money raised by the Don Osoaviakhim.

Just like many relevant political books of the 1920s and ’30s, this was edited by an o�  cial 

who was later murdered during the Great Purge. The executive editor of this book was Boris 

Malkin (1891–1938), a revolutionary and contributor to various cultural organizations 

connected to Soviet cinema and theater.

The only copy is located in Princeton University.
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The designers are not named in the book itself (except for the technical observer, Galina 

Pismannik), but we contend that the design of this edition was probably overseen by 

“Brigade #1 For Mass Book Production”, responsible for the number 24 in this catalog. 

We base our case on the similarities in style and, most importantly, the fact that both books 

were printed in the same printing shop, just eight months apart. Executing such elaborate 

work at 1ya Obraztsovaya tipografi ya [i.e. The fi rst exemplary printing shop] would have 

taken a considerable amount of time and focus from the workers. It therefore seems likely 

that the books were prepared by the same Brigade, or at any rate that this one was strongly 

in� uenced by it. 

This book is entirely printed using mezzotinto (text and photos), a technique originally 

introduced to Russia in the 1910s and used for periodicals with massive print-runs like 

“Iskra” and “Solntse Rossii”. However, in 1921, there was only one steam-press capable of 

executing it: 1ya Obraztsovaya tipografi ya in Moscow (see Efremov, S. Glubokaya pechat. 

Mezzo-tinto. Moscow, 1928), and in the 1920s and ’30s others also appeared.  

#27
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The designers are not named in the book itself (except for the technical observer, Galina 

Pismannik), but we contend that the design of this edition was probably overseen by 

“Brigade #1 For Mass Book Production”, responsible for the number 24 in this catalog. 

We base our case on the similarities in style and, most importantly, the fact that both books 

were printed in the same printing shop, just eight months apart. Executing such elaborate 

work at 1ya Obraztsovaya tipografi ya [i.e. The fi rst exemplary printing shop] would have 

taken a considerable amount of time and focus from the workers. It therefore seems likely 

that the books were prepared by the same Brigade, or at any rate that this one was strongly 

“Iskra” and “Solntse Rossii”. However, in 1921, there was only one steam-press capable of 

executing it: 1ya Obraztsovaya tipografi ya in Moscow (see Efremov, S. Glubokaya pechat. 

Mezzo-tinto. Moscow, 1928), and in the 1920s and ’30s others also appeared.  
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Moscow: Partiynoe izdatelstvo; 1ya Obraztsovaya tipografi ya, 1932. 32 
pp. 22x15,3 cm. Original photomontage wrappers. Very good condition, 
pale water stains on rear side of covers and last leaf. Spine is slightly 
restored. Contemporary ink marks and corrections occasionally.

Photomontages throughout the edition. 
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The machine used at 1ya Obraztsovaya was produced in Mühlhausen and was capable of 

printing 32-page brochures incredibly quickly using this technique: 10,000 copies an hour. 

The typographic technologies used, the scope of 1ya Obraztsovaya, the reproduction of 

unorthodox photomontage designs point to the true book for the masses. The edition 

published a call of employees of the AMO factory [ZIL later] to workers of the entire country. 

Facing the second fi ve-year plan, they encouraged everybody for socialist competition and 

shock-working rates. Photomontages and pictures feature various vehicles that the AMO 

factory produced, crowds of workers and peasants, factories inside and outside. By 1932, 

the Soviet Union had made an industrial breakthrough in heavy industry. That ensured 

independence of the Soviet automobile industry, in particular. One of the photomontages 

demonstrates the common motif of agricultural workers driving  tractors, another one 

showcases the fi rst passenger car released with the AMO label.

The only copy located via Worldcat is at Princeton University Library.
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An issue of the fi rst Jewish atheist monthly that was published in 1931–1935. The Soviet 

authorities embarked on bizarre yet extensive propaganda against Judaism from the fi rst 

months of the Soviet regime. Among the activities of the Evsection of the Communist Party 

(1918–1930) was a campaign against this religion. A number of “public trials” against such 

institutions as �heders, yeshivas and synagogues were staged in Kiev, Vitebsk, Rostov, etc. 

Closed and nationalized synagogues were turned into workers’ clubs.

Rabbis were blamed for both trotskyism and agitation against Birobidzhan; they were 

arrested, imprisoned, and exiled to camps. In 1925, the League of Militant Atheists was 

formed, and consisted of 5 million members by 1932 and about 22 million by 1937. Its 

o�  cial Yiddish periodical was “Der Apikoyres”. The very fi rst issue came out in Kiev in 1923, 

but its editorial board did not pursue further publication. When “Der Apikoyres” returned

almost ten years later, the country had changed signifi cantly. The editor-in-chief was a well-

known fi gure in the Evsection, Moishe Altshuler (1887–1969). He was a Jewish linguist,

writer and translator, who taught at the Komintern University. Apart from “Der Apikoyres”,

Altshuler edited periodicals “Tribuna”, “Yung Guard”, and “Der Emes”. Being an activist of

anti-religious propaganda against Judaism, he also published several books on this topic,

including a special textbook, “Anti-religyezer lernbukh” (1929). The design of the periodical 

was almost exclusively done by the painter and caricaturist, Aron Hefter (1894–1963). He

studied at Vilna Art School between  1912 and 1915, and then, from 1921 to 1924, at

VKHUTEIN, under V. Favorskii, S. Gerasimov, and D. Kardovskii. From 1925, Hefter began

to design periodicals and posters, publishing caricatures of politicians, clerics, public

fi gures of the Jewish theater and literature, as well as constructivist compositions and

photomontages. In 1934, an exhibition of his work was held in Moscow. In particular, he

created this interesting cover design, a hand-drawn composition mixing the industrial and

agricultural worlds with an airplane and two tractors. A photograph of (an apparently not

very happy) Jewish worker was printed over the composition to show that the involvement

of the Soviet Jewry in such work was forced. Caricatures criticizing Judaism were produced 

by Mendel Gorshman, Dmitrii Moor, and Mikhail Cheremnykh. The satirical works by the last 

two artists were sharper than the rest and their approach was close to the style of Hefter’s

designs. This issue features the only caricature of a rabbi collaborating with a Nazi o�  cer

and the huge fi gure of a capitalist. In the early 1930s, Soviet anti-religious periodicals were 

illustrated with photographs rather than hand-drawn pictures and caricatures. 

Some issues are located in LoC, Indiana University, Yivo Institute.
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Moscow: Der Farband, 1932. 20 pp.: ill. 31x23 cm. In original illustrated 
wrappers. Covers detached from the text block, tears to spine, small 
pieces of paper glued to the fi rst and last pages, otherwise very good.  

One of 4000 copies. In Yiddish. 

DER APIKOYRES: ORGAN FUN TS. R. FUNEM 
FARBAND KRIGERISHE APIKORSIM

1750 usd
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Two issues of an early Soviet periodical for Ukrainian women demonstrating excellent 

experiments in design. The organ of the Central O�  ce of Female Workers and Peasants 

of the Communist Party of Ukraine was written fi rst in Russian (1921–1928) and then in 

Ukrainian (1929–1934).

Both cover designs are anonymous yet outstanding. Issue #40 shows a photomontage 

of Lenin’s head as a canon, and a full-body portrait of Stalin dressed in everyday clothes. 

Between them are a worker driving a tractor, the furnace of a factory-plant and the 

DniproHES. All components stand out against the red background. 

Issue #48 carries a simpler cover design. It shows a female manufacturing udarnik (a super-

productive shock worker) staring into a tire. Contrasting rectangles in the background 

resemble some well-known 1920s designs. The cover designs re� ect a combination of 

Muscovite heritage and contemporary Ukrainian tendencies. 

There is another well-made photomontage on the central double-page spread of issue 

#40. It combines furnaces of Ukrainian factory-plants, a constructivist workers’ club, the 

smiling face of a female udarnik (shock worker) and a broad view of the Dnieper dam. This 

hydroelectric station was considered a giant of industrialization, and perceived as one of 

the major victories over nature. It was with a sense of triumph that the dam was opened in 

October 1932, shortly before the 15th anniversary of the Revolution, and a photograph from 

the opening ceremony is included.
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KOMMUNARKA UKRAINY 
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Kharkiv: Kommunist, 1932. 30x22 cm. In original photomontage 
wrappers. In very good condition. Small tear to front cover of #40, 
covers of #48 almost detached with fragments of edges lost, minor 
tears of edges. 

1950 usd
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The magazine published articles on socialist women in various Soviet republics celebrating their liberation. For example, two 

female delegates from Turkmenistan were captured in traditional dress but without their veils. Other photos show workers eating 

in a cooperative canteen; and children sunbathing in a Soviet sanatorium. Both pictures were intended to demonstrate that the 

improved daily routine in socialist societies made women’s lives easier. 

In general, this illustrated periodical demonstrated women’s contribution in socialist construction, and the equal labor rights of 

male and female factory workers. As well as promoting industrial achievements, the magazine explored other relevant topics. For 

example, there is also a photo of a female civil pilot who was actively engaged in the establishment of Ukrainian aviation and the 

activity of the Osoaviakhim society in particular.

Not found in Worldcat.
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An almanac relating to the phenomenon of Soviet working communes. It came out with an 

unusual photomontage dust-jacket design combining upper images of homeless children 

who, in the lower images, were transformed under the supervision of their masters into good 

and tidy workers.

These boarding-type institutions were formed for street children and juvenile o� enders in 

the 1920s–1930s, on principles of self-su�  ciency and self-government. Members of such 

communes were given an education and worked in various workshops some of which later 

developed into factories. Printed matter advertised their re-education and introduction to 

communist society.

Two collections were released in 1931–1933. Both included literary works by ex-o� enders 

and former street children written during the period of intense industrialization. The 

second collection gathered stories, poems and plays, notably  P. Bobrakov’s “Other Life”, 

dedicated to one of the instigators of the working communes, Felix Dzerzhinskii. The text is 

supplemented by a group photograph of members of the fi rst working commune, together 

with two contributors to this almanac and three Soviet writers. 

The Foreword was written by a former street child, the poet Pavel Zheleznov who, under the 

patronage of Maxim Gorky, initiated and released almanacs of a literary group composed of 

re-educated people.

Worldcat doesn’t list this edition.
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Moscow: Sovetskaia literatura, 1933. 259 pp.: ill. In original 
constructivist wrappers and photomontage dust-jacket. Dust-jacket 
restored, covers rubbed and bumped, otherwise very good and clean 
copy. 

One of 5000 copies. Edited by a constructivist poet, Eduard Bagritskii.

VCHERA I SEGODNIA: AL’MANAKH BYVSHIKH 
PRAVONARUSHITELEI I BESPRIZORNYKH 

2500 usd
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Thirty-fi ve impressive and anonymous photomontage diagrams celebrating the 

emancipation of Soviet women and their involvement into the early development of the 

country between 1922 and 1933. 

First, attention was drawn to widening women’s su� rage in the 1920s. The book also covers 

the dynamics of increasing female membership of party and administrative organizations 

(including women of indigenous peoples and national republics), the structure of factories, 

various areas of the economy and the Komsomol organization. Di� erent leaves show the 

extent of women’s udarniki (shock brigades) by the end of the fi rst Five Year Plan; the 

increasing educational attainment of Soviet women; and the number of female students 

engaged on evening courses and enrolled at universities. Some crucially signifi cant 

diagrams were dedicated to the demonstration of how the socialist daily routine liberated 

women from household duties: for example, it demonstrates the contribution of the growth 

of catering and an increase in the number of children in preschool institutions.

Each chart is designed as a separate poster on a single topic which visualizes statistical data 

in striking geometric fi gures. The leaves were also decorated with photomontages, varying 

by topic. In particular, the chart visualizing the “Increase of Public Catering” presents data 

in proportionately sized red rhombuses re� ecting expanding provision from 2 million meals 

in 1926 to 36 million meals in early 1933. They are supplemented with statistics about 

how many people had meals in public canteens. Corresponding photographs show family 

members in a line, from the youngest child with a small plate, to a father with the largest 

plate. 

#31

ZHENSHCHINY V SOTSIALISTICHESKOM 
STROITEL’STVE SOIUZA SSR
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Moscow: Vlast’ Sovetov, 1933. 38 separate leaves with colorful 
diagrams. Leaf size 18,5x25 cm; folder size 20x26 cm. In original folder 
with colored and blind lettering on front cardboard. Very good and clean, 
folder worn.

First and only edition. One of 5000 copies. 

14500 usd
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A poster about female udarniki featires a full-body drawing of a woman placed next to a 

pyramid split into sections denoting di� erent industries and indicating di� erent levels of 

worker enthusiasm in percentage terms. In the background, photographs are montaged of 

various work processes and a newspaper, Izvestia, about udarniki. Under the pyramid, an 

average measure of worker enthusiasm in di� erent Soviet industries is shown, along with 

data on railroad and communal housing construction. 

The book also contains portraits of women dressed in working or national clothing, as well as 

men and children, photographs of factories, machinery, Soviet newspapers, socialist slogans 

at a rural rally, images of industrial products, a constructivist factory-kitchen, a locomotive 

and children in class at the children’s club.

The only copy is located in the Library of Congress. 
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An excellent example of Soviet educational slides for use in workers’ clubs. This collection 

showed how to behave safely on a tram in a period when it was the most common form of 

urban passenger transport in Moscow. 

Replacing the horse-drawn tram (konka), electric tram lines were laid from 1905 to the 

1910s. Tram routes linked the outskirts of the suburban Garden Ring with the city center. 

Moscow’s tram network was in its heyday in the early 1930s, just before the Metro system 

was launched. By 1933, Moscow’s trams had served 1890 million passenger journeys in 

total and were used by 2.6 million people per day. 

This slide collection was developed by the Scientifi c Institute of Urban Tra�  c and Drivers’ 

Personnel under the Presidium of the Moscow City Council. Its logo is placed on slide “zero”. 

Slide numbers are stamped on the paper wraps. Most slides are illustrated with photographs.

Seven slides include photomontage compositions. Slide #3 contains a brief  history of 

Moscow tram development using a “before/after” motif. Its caption reads, “instead of a 

horse-drawn tram…”. Slide #4 is designed to resemble an information poster in the style 

of a report: it features two pictures of urban tra�  c and the lettering read, “bus and taxi 

services have been organized and the tram network has been reconstructed”. Slide #9 

presents statistics about the population of Moscow and how many passengers have been 

transported by trams and buses. To represent the date visually, the full-body portrait of a 

man was repeated three times in increasing sizes, the fi rst montaged with a tram only in 

1913, with the same tram and a bus for 1928 and 1933. Slide #17 advised: “Do not run 

from a tram stop to a bus stop” and the point is underlined graphically by the montage of a 

general view of a lively street with two stop signs.

#32
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Moscow, [1933]. 38 glass plates in individual paper wraps; in red 
cardboard box with title on piece of paper mounted. Slides in very good 
condition. Box rubbed, bumped and soiled, with tears, pale stamps and 
stickers.

DIAPOZITIVY. KUL’TURNYI PASSAZHIR – BORETS 
ZA BEZOPASNOST’ MASSOVYKH PEREVOZOK

7500 usd
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Slide #33 proclaims “When you get o� , watch the signals. Do not cross the path in front 

of a moving tram or bus” and comprises a colored photomontage of a tram, two men in its 

way and what appears to be the tram driver’s feet pressing a pedal and signaling the tram’s 

departure. Slide #35 is devoted to the construction of the Metro and combines a photograph 

of underground works and a wooden construction on Gorky Street (now Tverskaya). The 

fi nal slide, #37, is about the di� erent modes of Moscow’s urban transport, showing external 

and internal pictures of an automobile and a bus, as well as a tra�  c police o�  cer and hand-

drawn colored tra�  c lights. It states: “The Red proletarian capital deserves a civilized and 

disciplined passenger”.

In their totality, the slide photographs show Moscow’s streets before the Stalinist 

Reconstruction and the changes to the tram network that occurred in the 1930s and after: 

some routes became obsolete or were redirected because of the Metro system, while others 

were superceded by trolleybuses in the 1940s. The slides are also a valuable source on the 

mass education of semi-literate workers in the early Soviet Union.
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Soviet photomontage propaganda produced for the benefi t of the French proletariat. It 

was announced as a special issue of the magazine (“Numéro spécial de regards édité en 

collaboration avec “L’Humanite”) but no information has been found on any other issues of 

such a periodical.

A noteworthy montage design combines photographs and drawings, diagrams and 

caricatures. It was primarily produced by Sergei Sen’kin (1894–1963), one of the prominent 

fi gures in Soviet propaganda art, representative of both the avant-garde and constructivism, 

and the creator of numerous photomontage designs. His works resemble the style of Gustav 

Klutsis and demonstrate the same high level of skill. In 1919, they met each other at the 

Free State Art Workshops where both studied under K. Malevich. Soon after the artists 

started to work together and founded the experimental studio of “new practical realism” 

which focused on agitational art. Together with Lissitzky and Klutsis, Senkin designed the 

Soviet pavilion at the International Press Exhibition in Cologne (1928) and contributed to 

the design of the Soviet pavilion at the 1939 New York World Exhibition.

This issue included photomontages promoting the triumph of the USSR in achieving the 

goals of the 1871 Commune and the principles of Karl Marx. These montages feature 

photographs of the Red Commanders Frunze, Voroshilov, and Budyonny, general pictures of 

White and interventionist allied troops, Soviet party leaders, slogans, crowd demonstrations, 

a young pioneers’ march, May Day military parades of armored vehicles, soldiers, and 

battleships, as well as civil demonstrations in Red Square.

#33

VIVE LA COMMUNE
��
��������	

[Moscow, Paris], 1933. [32] c.: ill. 42x30 cm. In original photomontage 
covers. Horizontal crease (due to folding copy in half), spine and tears to 
last leaf repaired, otherwise very good and clean. In French. 

8500 usd
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The issue boasted of the equality of women and men in Soviet revolutionary 

events and demonstrations, and the involvement of all nations in the Communist 

organizations. In particular, Baku women who had joined the Bolshevik Party were 

shown in a group photograph. It starts a page of photomontage dedicated to Soviet 

women: they began their socialist activities as pioneers and then were engaged in 

various occupations, including politics.

The issue showed o�  the USSR’s electrifi cation and industrialization in a 

photomontage combining pictures of a factory plant, tractors, construction sites, a 

meeting about the GOELRO plan and a portrait of its director, G. Krzhizhanovsky. 

Other montages showcased successful e� orts in the eradication of illiteracy, the 

foundation of Soviet sanatoria and social institutions, the development of the 

Central Asian territories, and the construction of the Dnieper Hydroelectric Station 

as one of the main achievements of the fi rst Five Year Plan.

The front cover contains a photomontage of Marx and Engels with participants of 

the Paris Commune drawn in, but the back cover photomontage is dedicated to 

the new leaders, Lenin and Stalin, and the proletarian masses that followed them.

The magazine also included a portrait of the politician Avel Yenukidze who was 

executed during the Great Purge, so the issue was doubtless later prohibited.

Not listed in Worldcat.
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The design of the book by Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova. Photography by 

Eleazar Langman, Abram Shterenberg, Soyuzphoto and IZOGIZ photo-laboratory. 

This ambitious photomontage album was prepared to celebrate the fi rst decade of 

Uzbekistan’s membership of the USSR, with special emphasis on agricultural, cultural, 

artistic and economic development under Stalin’s Five Year Plan. It is fi lled with multi-

colored photogravures, foldouts, die cuts, acetate overlays, maps and diagrams.

The edition was banned within two years of being printed because 16 Uzbeki party 

o�  cials were convicted as “enemies of the state”. The book was taken out of circulation

and Rodchenko’s copy was made famous by David King’s book, The Commissar Vanishes

(1997), in which Rodchenko blotted out the faces of those convicted. 

The book itself is a renowned masterpiece of Soviet book-design. Involving the family duo of 

Rodchenko and Stepanova at the peak of their careers, one of the best photographers of the 

country and the best-equipped publisher and printshop. The book is, without doubt, one of 

the major achievements of Soviet book design. 

It may seem like an odd decision to include arguably the most famous Soviet photobook in a 

catalogue of unknown photomontage, but we include it in order to demonstrate the breadth 

of the topic and to underline the e� ort it took to prepare an edition like this.

#34
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Moscow; Leningrad: OGIZ; IZOGIZ, 1934. 238 pp+2 separate leaves.: ill 
(see below for specifi cation). 29x24 cm. One of 2200 copies. Original 
cloth binding with gilt lettering on the spine and the front cover. Cloth 
box with lid. Book: near fi ne condition. Case is in good condition, with few 
bumps and stains. 

First edition. First printing. 

10 LET UZBEKISTANA
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The design of the book by Alexander Rodchenko and Varvara Stepanova. Photography by 

Eleazar Langman, Abram Shterenberg, Soyuzphoto and IZOGIZ photo-laboratory. 

This ambitious photomontage album was prepared to celebrate the first decade of 

Uzbekistan’s membership of the USSR, with special emphasis on agricultural, cultural, 

artistic and economic development under Stalin’s Five Year Plan. It is fi lled with multi-

colored photogravures, foldouts, die cuts, acetate overlays, maps and diagrams.

The edition was banned within two years of being printed because 16 Uzbeki party 

o�cials were convicted as “enemies of the state”. The book was taken out of circulation 

and Rodchenko’s copy was made famous by David King’s book, The Commissar Vanishes 

(1997), in which Rodchenko blotted out the faces of those convicted. 

The book itself is a renowned masterpiece of Soviet book-design. Involving the family duo of 

Rodchenko and Stepanova at the peak of their careers, one of the best photographers of the 

It may seem like an odd decision to include arguably the most famous Soviet photobook in a 

catalogue of unknown photomontage, but we include it in order to demonstrate the breadth 

of the topic and to underline the e� ort it took to prepare an edition like this.

45000 usd
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Also as our copy being the fi rst edition of the fi rst printing (the book was put into production 

26/VIII 1934 and fi nished 21/X 1934) with the most number of pages and inserts described 

in the copies we managed to put together the detailed description of what constitutes the 

complete copy in our opinion. 

The indication of this printing is inner IZOGIZ publisher’s number which is 7159 and the 

printrun stated is 2200 copies. 

The second printing of the same edition with “1934” on the title page but it was put into 

production in February 1935 and fi nished in August the same year. That printing’s identifi ed 

by IZOGIZ publisher’s number 7596. 

The second edition states “1935” on the title page and also has the words “Second edition” 

there as well. 
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To enable further bibliographical research, it is crucial to give specifi c details 

of the polygraphic content of the book: 

First endpaper in red with the photomontage images of cotton on both sides.

238 unnumbered pages, including 8 foldouts in di� erent shapes (the page is larger than the 

block of the book and can open up horizontally or vertically); 6 pages are printed on silver, 

including the two-page map of the USSR. The second map in the book, a map of Uzbekistan, 

is printed on standard paper. There are 10 plexi tracing paper leaves throughout the album, 

of which only one has no text or illustration. Of those leaves (which are not included in the 

238 as per our pagination) one has a photomontage image of a cotton-picker printed on it, 

two are red and two are yellow, the rest are achromatic. 

The fi rst 32 pages of the chapter, “The land and its people”, are printed on thicker paper 

than the rest of the book. 

Our copy includes two leaves, printed and inserted separately. One leaf consists of an 

explanatory note by the head of the editorial board, Tursunkhodzhaev, advertising the 

printing of the album in the Uzbeki language that would follow. The other leaf is end-matter 

listings all the workers of “1ya obraztsovaya tipografi ya” [i.e. the 1st exemplary printing 

workshop] who were involved in production of the album: it includes 

118 printers, who “actively participated in the creation of the 

album”, suggesting that not everyone involved was named. 

Second endpaper in grey and white features a close-up photo 

of astrakhan. 

Karasik, M. Heiting, M. The Soviet Photobook 1920–1941. p.272.
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A special Central Asian issue of the magazine “Ogonek”, a copy from a limited special print-

run bound in red cloth with blind stamped lettering and plates. Extremely rare in this variant.

The issue was edited by Mikhail Kol’tsov (1898–1940). A skilled Jewish journalist Kol’tsov 

joined the Pravda newspaper as an essayist and editor in 1922 and soon afterwards founded 

the periodical, “Ogonek”, along with magazines “Chudak”, “Krokodil”, “Za rubezhom”, and 

“Sovetskoe foto”. He also became an initiator of publishing conglomerate “Zhurnal’no-

gazetnoe ob’edinenie” that operated until the arrest of Kol’tsov in 1938. In 1936 and 1937 

Kol’tsov participated in the Spanish Civil War as a correspondent for Pravda and an NKVD 

agent. He was likely executed as a witness to secret NKVD operations in Spain.

An introductory article about national delimitation was written by Avel Enukidze (1877–

1937), a Soviet politician and a victim of the Great Purge. A Bukhara politician, Fayzulla 

Khodzhayev (1896–1938), su� ered the same fate. His article about Soviet Uzbekistan was 

illustrated with separate pictures of the author and Uzbek politician. Yuldash Akhunbabaev, 

who survived the Terror.

Three people who were all executed in the toughest period of Stalinist rule was enough to 

limit access to this publication, or even for most copies to be destroyed.

#35

DESIATILETIE NATSIONAL’NO-
TERRITORIAL’NOGO RAZMEZHEVANIIA 
SREDNEI AZII. 1924–1934 
��	�	�����������������������������������������������	����¥����¥�	�

Moscow: Zhurnal’no-gazetnoe ob’edinenie, [1934]. 80 pp.: ill., 10 plates 
with illustrations mounted. Leaves of tissue paper announce preserve 
the titles and artists’ names. Restored, otherwise very good. 
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A special Central Asian issue of the magazine “Ogonek”, a copy from a limited special print-

run bound in red cloth with blind stamped lettering and plates. Extremely rare in this variant.

The issue was edited by Mikhail Kol’tsov (1898–1940). A skilled Jewish journalist Kol’tsov 

joined the Pravda newspaper as an essayist and editor in 1922 and soon afterwards founded 

the periodical, “Ogonek”, along with magazines “Chudak”, “Krokodil”, “Za rubezhom”, and 

“Sovetskoe foto”. He also became an initiator of publishing conglomerate “Zhurnal’no-

gazetnoe ob’edinenie” that operated until the arrest of Kol’tsov in 1938. In 1936 and 1937 

Kol’tsov participated in the Spanish Civil War as a correspondent for Pravda and an NKVD 

agent. He was likely executed as a witness to secret NKVD operations in Spain.

An introductory article about national delimitation was written by Avel Enukidze (1877–

1937), a Soviet politician and a victim of the Great Purge. A Bukhara politician, Fayzulla 

Three people who were all executed in the toughest period of Stalinist rule was enough to 

limit access to this publication, or even for most copies to be destroyed.

8500 usd
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The issue is devoted to the outcome of the process to specify well-defi ned national territorial 

units in Central Asia and their sovietization. Russia annexed a large amount of territory in 

Central Asia in the 19th century. Soon after the Revolution, the Bolsheviks resumed Russian 

control of the region. The process of national territorial delimitation lasted from 1925 to 

1936 and four socialist republics were formed: Uzbek, Tajik, Kyrgyz and Turkmen units. 

The traditional lifestyle of these territories was transformed and brought closer to Russia. 

Socialist values and rules were promoted, though national cultures were preserved as much 

as possible. One of the key points of this politics of the process was to liberate Central Asian 

women. 

The book demonstrated crucial Soviet campaigns in the region. Among them is Vakhshstroi - 

the construction of the Vakhsh irrigation system in Tajikistan, which “turned a dead desert into 

a green valley” and facilitated the successful cultivation of organic cotton. Also Chirchikstroi, 

the construction of the Chirchik Hydroelectric Power Plant, the exploitation of which began 

in 1940. Celebrating Soviet successes in the cultural and economic development of the 

region, the publication boasts numerous photographs and photomontages of the socialist 

people of Central Asia, and its industry, education, sports, arts and technologies.

The internal design was by Avenir Chernomordik (1897–1991), known primarily as a poster 

designer and book illustrator who created printed matter for “Iskusstvo”, “IZOGIZ” and 

“Inturist”. 

Pages were printed in two printing shops simultaneously: “Der Emes” produced text 

pages with black and white photographs, while “Pravda” was responsible for text pages 

illustrated with mezzotint imprints. An entire brigade of photographers was involved in the 

creation. The works by A. Shaikhet, S. Fridliand, B. Kudoiarov, M. Penson, A. Shterenberg, E. 

Mikulina, M. Gafi z, G. Zel’m, F. Fedorov were published. The plates feature works by artists 

N. Terpsikhorov, N. Karakhan, I. Gerasimov, U. Tansykbaev, P. Shchegolev and Usto-Mumin.

They were probably produced by “Pravda” as well.

No copies of this variant were found on Worldcat. Copies of a variant in wrappers are located 

in Stanford, Minnesota, Columbia and California Universities.

No copies of this variant were found on Worldcat. Copies of a variant in wrappers are located 

in Stanford, Minnesota, Columbia and California Universities.
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Photomontage front cover design features a female worker in a textile factory and a row 

of women’s leather shoes. The back cover is a continuation, showing a row of men’s shoes.

A report on Soviet light industry written after successful industrialization had led to the 

establishment of an expanded chain of new modernized factories and production plants 

across the USSR.

Since the 1920s areas of Central Asia were turned into the “cotton granary” of the Soviet 

Union, providing raw materials for light industry concentrated mainly in the European part of 

the RSFSR. In the 1930s the textile, shoe and leather industries developed at a rapid pace.

The text is illustrated with photographs of factories and their products. 

Not found in Worldcat.

#36
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Leningrad: Lenoblizdat, 1935. 60 pp., 5 ills. 20x13 cm. In original 
illustrated wrappers. Small fragments of covers along edges and 
some corners of pages restored, few tears, some soiling of title page, 
otherwise very good.

KOGAN, E. LEGKAIA PROMYSHLENNOST’ VO 
VTOROI PIATILETKE 

2500 usd
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Each composition is preceded by the title in Russian, English, French and German. 

Interestingly, the album has very little text. By contrast with some of the other 

photomontage editions, in which the designers were trying to fi ll out as much space as 

possible, this book has a lot of blank space, sometimes giving the reader the impression 

that it is almost unfi nished. The lack of information on who was responsible for the printing 

process and the design suggest the same. However, it might also be viewed as a deliberate 

alternative approach to album design. 

This edition is a classic Soviet photobook – traditionally seen as one of fi ve albums from 

the 1930s – is dedicated to the Soviet Woman (the others being dedicated to Mother 

and Child (1933); Lenin’s Precepts to the Women of the Whole World (1934); Engineers’ 

Wives (1937); and “The Protection of Motherhood and Infancy in the USSR” (1938). 

This book, given to the delegates of the XV International Physiological Congress, is a hymn 

of Soviet women and mothers, but even more so to the health system and the maternity 

hospitals and kindergartens of the USSR. Through photomontages, it visually proved the 

unity and solidarity of peoples of the Soviet Republics and introduced new institutions 

of healthcare and education. The network of kindergartens and nurseries was constantly 

extended and improved. 

#37

SOLD 

BERLYANDT, A. 
OKHRANA MATERINSTVA I MLADENCHESTVA 
V STRANE SOVETOV 
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Moscow: Leningrad: OGIZ-IZOGIZ; Institute of Sanitary Culture; 1-ya 
obraztsovaya tipografi ya, 1935. [114] pp. 24,5x35 cm.

In original printed wrappers. Title page is restored from one side (tears), 
as well as the last page of the book. Some pale and unreadable stamps.

First and only edition. One of 3000 copies printed. Not for sale edition. 
22 full-page illustrations, including photomontages. Three leaves of 
portraits (Lenin, Molotov, Stalin) before the main body of the album. 
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The state brought up generations charged with ideology and ready to struggle 

for the proletarian culture. Children were slightly engaged in sports games and 

agricultural activities preparing for little octobrists and 

pioneers’ communities and their rules. Some pictures show 

children’s sanatoriums that provided seasonal treatment 

and entertainment along with summer camps of young 

pioneers. One pop-up object lists laws protecting 

motherhood and infancy – they were printed in 

the mentioned four languages. Among them, the 

16-week maternity leave and free health care for

mothers and children were declared.

The Congress was held in August 1935 in Leningrad and 

was opened by Ivan Pavlov (1849–1936) who was awarded 

the honorary title of one of the �Elder Physiologists of the 

World�. 

Karasik, M. Heiting, M. The Soviet Photobook 1920–1941. p.366.
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This book is a great example of the phenomenon of Soviet photo-books and is well-

represented in all the major bibliographies. Two versions of this book were printed in a single 

print-run: one bound in cloth, the other bound in a bespoke steel sheet specially produced 

for the book by the factories Serp i Molot [i.e. Hummer and Sickle] and Elektrostal. The same 

factories produced the stainless steel for the silhouette of Stalin on the frontispiece. 

The binding and the template for the silhouette were executed by the typography Krasniy 

Proletariy [i.e. The Red Proletary]. The color illustrations and inserts were printed separately 

by other typographies – #13 and #39 printing shops of Mospoligraf. The rest of typographic 

works were done at 13th typo-zyncography of Mospoligraf. 

The design of the book was as complicated as its production. It brought together three of the 

best people in their fi elds at the time, specially united for this edition. 

The photographs for the book are by Vladimir Gruntal. 

The three-color illustrations were done by Mechislav Dobrokovsky. 

Solomon Telingator oversaw the whole process and, according to end matter, was 

responsible for the “polygraphic design”, indicating that he probably constructed the book 

itself, superintending all aspects of printing and book-production. 

#38
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Moscow; Leningrad: ONTI NKTP SSSR, 1935. 164 pp., 30 leaves of 
plates. 25x18 cm. 

One of 3500 copies. Cloth binding. Silhouette of Stalin made of stainless 
steel on the frontispiece. Foil endpapers. Very good condition. Binding is 
slightly rubbed. Some foxing on the title page. 

KACHESTVENNAIA STAL’ SSSR 
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This book is a great example of the phenomenon of Soviet photo-books and is well-

represented in all the major bibliographies. Two versions of this book were printed in a single 

print-run: one bound in cloth, the other bound in a bespoke steel sheet specially produced 

for the book by the factories Serp i Molot [i.e. Hummer and Sickle] and Elektrostal. The same 

factories produced the stainless steel for the silhouette of Stalin on the frontispiece. 

The binding and the template for the silhouette were executed by the typography Krasniy 

Proletariy [i.e. The Red Proletary]. The color illustrations and inserts were printed separately 

by other typographies – #13 and #39 printing shops of Mospoligraf. The rest of typographic 

works were done at 13th typo-zyncography of Mospoligraf. 

The design of the book was as complicated as its production. It brought together three of the 

best people in their fields at the time, specially united for this edition. 

Solomon Telingator oversaw the whole process and, according to end matter, was 

responsible for the “polygraphic design”, indicating that he probably constructed the book 

itself, superintending all aspects of printing and book-production. 

9500 usd
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The book should therefore be considered the product of both the printing and metal 

industries of the USSR. In the 1920s the constructivist Alexei Gan regarded the book as an 

“applied” object, bringing it closer to the people. In the 1930s his ideas transitioned in an 

interesting way to an industrial focus which re� ected the high productivity goals pursued 

and achieved at this time. The book is a great example of an applied product not made for 

the masses, and mostly not distributed through bookshops.  

The perfect token of 1930s “Quality Steel” it represents the peak of the Soviet design and 

metal industries, and demonstrates the move away from the constructivist ideas of the 

1920s, almost trespassing on the territory of the old enemy, the art for art’s sake movement, 

opposed by the fi rst Soviet designers.  
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Vladimir Gruntal  (1898–1963) was a Soviet avant-garde photographer and active an 

contributor to Soviet photo-books. His work on the book of riddles “Chto eto takoe” [i.e. What 

is that?] (1931) is regarded as one of the most abstract photo-publications of the 1930s. 

Gruntal is the author of the books “Technique for processing photo illustrations” (1951), and 

“Photo illustration, light painting, transformation, photomontage” (1966).

Mechislav Dobrokovsky (1895–1938) was a Polish-borne Soviet avant-garde artist. During 

his early days Dobrokovsky was a friend of Khlebnikov and experimented with the designs 

for his poetry. During the Civil War he moved to Vladikavkaz, and later to Moscow where he 

studied in VKHUTEMAS. In the 1920s he was a member of the OST and October groups, 

and worked for the magazines Dayosh [i.e. Let’s Produce], “Bezbozhnik” [i.e. The Atheist] 

and “Brigada khudozhnikov” [i.e. The brigade of the artists]. He was arrested in 1938 and 

charged with espionage on behalf of a counter-revolutionary Polish espionage-terrorist 

organization of which he was a member. He was executed four months later.

Solomon Telingater (1903–1969) was a Soviet graphic artist, illustrator, printer, typographer, 

and book designer. He is regarded as one of the most thorough and complex of book 

constructivists. He worked in book-printing and design from the 1920s to the 1960s, starting 

with avant-garde letterpress design for “Baku worker” in 1922 and in 1963 he became the 

fi rst Soviet citizen to be awarded the Gutenberg Prize for the greatest achievement in the 

art of book design and type. 

Karasik, M. Heiting, M. The Soviet Photobook 1920–1941. p.212. 

Vladimir Gruntal  (1898–1963) was a Soviet avant-garde photographer and active an 
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An issue of the mass monthly published by the Executive Committee of the Red Cross 

and Red Crescent Societies. The periodical succeeded the journal “Na krasno-krestnom 

postu”; it came out under the titles “Za sanitarnuiu oboronu” (1930–1937) and “Sanitarnaia 

oborona” (1938–1942).

The anonymous cover design features a photomontage of the large fi gure of a Red Army 

soldier, a nurse of the Red Cross Society in a parachute-jump uniform, crowds of healthcare 

workers and infantry, all of them montaged in front of the coat of arms of the USSR. Pictures 

were black-and-white, so all symbols (stars, hammer and sickle, cross) were specially 

colored in red by an artist.

This issue focused on airplane and parachute jumping courses for nurses of the Red Cross 

and Red Crescent Societies; two photomontage compositions were printed on this topic. 

The fi rst of these shows a young woman standing on an airplane wing ready to jump. By 

the time the picture was taken, this female worker, K. Mednikova, had already passed the 

Red Cross nurses and airplane pilots courses, but was also attending courses for aircraft 

engineers. The second presents a picture of three nurses in special iniforms, with bags, 

above a photograph of a “sanitary airplane”. A caption reads, “a model K-12”, though it 

depicts a common U-2 airplane widely used for medical and agricultural purposes in the 

Soviet Union.

The issue contains a group photograph from the courses in parachute jumping for nurses 

run by the Executive Committee of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies; portraits 

of three attendees; a picture of Tatar participants of courses in GSO (“Ready for Sanitary 

Defense”) with participants training in gas masks; and a group photo of nurses training to 

carry a wounded soldier.

Soviet nurses also explained the basics of fi rst aid to soldiers of the Red Army and detailed 

the di� erent blood-types. The issue includes photographs of such events in Tashkent and 

Kokand (Uzbekistan).

Not listed in Worldcat.
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Moscow: [Biomedgiz], 1936. 24 pp.: ill. 29,5x22,5 cm. In original 
illustrated wrappers. Spine repaired, minor tears to edges (few of them 
repaired), otherwise a very good and clean copy.

ZA SANITARNUIU OBORONU

950 usd
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Illustrated reference book on Georgian book 
design in the 1920s and ‘30s is based on a broadly 
representative private collection of a hundred works. 
It traces the main trends and developments in 
Georgian book design at that time, and identifies the 
main artists involved.

Available for orders through the following bookshops 
and online. 
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25 Sadovnicheskaya Street, Moscow
Russia
+7 (916) 850 6497 | books@bookvica.com

15 Uznadze Street, Tbilisi
Georgia
+995 (32) 243 0117

www.bookvica.com

332 Balboa Street, San Francisco, CA 94118 
USA
+1 (415) 668-4723 | info@globusbooks.com
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PRICE LIST



#1 #13 

Tretiakov, Sergei. Oktiabrevichi 3500 USD Nikonov, А. Pod maskoi razoruzheniia 950 USD

#2 #14 

Cordelia. <t-uU.B.f?C Фrчn'l. U. 'l.�J,чC: IJJU.SU'ч.Шr-t?/ Malye formy klubnogo zrelishcha #1 for 1929 2950 USD

Gnats'k'y P'rkogh Aghjiky: Patmvatsk' 2500 USD 

#15 

#3 Malye formy klubnogo zrelishcha #8 for 1929 2950 USD

Smirnov, S. Kak nauchit'sia plavat' 1950 USD

#16 

#4 San-agit-teatr Upravleniia zdravookhraneniia 

Zikmund, А. Fizkul'tura i byt 1950 USD Zakavkazskoi zheleznoi dorogi 6500 USD

#5 #17 

Krasnyi Manchester 7500 USD 30 dnei: llliustrirovannyi ezhemesiachnik 2950 USD 

#6 #18 

Negritianskaia operetta : Gastroli v S.S.S.R. 5500 USD Platonov, А. Povstannia na «Potemkine» 2250 USD 

#7 #19 

Golos sakharnika. 3500 USD Radio vsem 175 USD 

#8 #20 

Shklovskii, V. lkh nastoiashchee 950 USD Poster Kak nado rabotat' na iaichnom sklade 7500 USD 

#9 #21 

Ekran «Rabochei gazety» #16 for 1927 350 USD Sbornik: Pereklichka narodov 2500 USD 

#10 #22 

Кtо ty takoi? 1950 USD Ptushko, А. Mul'tiplikatsiia fil'my 2500 USD 

#11 #23 

Pervaia Vsesoiuznaia spartakiada 7500 USD Мау Celebrations in the Soviet Union 2500 USD 

#12 #24 

2 bronevika 3500 USD Gavrilov, L.G. Organizatsiya uborki urozhaia 17500 USD 



#32 
Diapozitivy. Kul’turnyi passazhir - borets 
za bezopasnost’ massovykh perevozok 7500 usd

#33 
Vive la Commune 8500 usd

#34 
10 let Uzbekistana 45000 usd

#35 
Desiatiletie natsional’no-territorial’nogo 
razmezhevaniia Srednei Azii 8500 usd

#25 
Za rubezhom 7500 usd

#26 
Bor’ba za mir 5500 usd

#27 
Delo chesti, delo slavy, delo doblesti i geroystva 7500 usd

#28 
Der Apikoyres 1750 usd

#29 
Kommunarka Ukrainy  1950 usd

#30 
Vchera i segodnia 2500 usd

#31 
Zhenshchiny v sotsialisticheskom stroitel’stve 
Soiuza SSR 14500 usd

#36 
Kogan, E. Legkaia promyshlennost’ vo vtoroi 
piatiletke 2500 usd

#37 
Berlyandt, A. Okhrana materinstva 
i mladenchestva v strane Sovetov 13500 usd

#38 
Kachestvennaia stal’ SSSR  9500 usd

#39 
Za sanitarnuiu oboronu  #2 for 1936 950 usd

All the items are owned by Globus Books & Bookvica. 
Please feel free to request additional information, condition 

reports and photos. All items are shipped from the USA.














